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Ability to speak a language has been one of the main goals of language learning for a long time. 

In everyday face-to-face communication, oral skills are a significant asset especially in inter-

cultural contexts. Today, globalization has brought people from different countries closer as 

they are able to communicate easily. Thus, being able to speak in a foreign language will aid 

in communication with people from other cultures. 

The importance of oral skills in working life and in everyday communication has made oral 

interaction a visible part of the National Core Curriculum for General Upper Secondary School 

in Finland (Tergujeff & Kautonen 2017: 16). There have been plans made to include an oral 

language test to the Matriculation Exams of languages and some piloting of the test in Finnish 

upper secondary schools has already been done (The Ministry of Education and Culture 2017: 

52). Language teaching has been criticized before for the emphasis put on grammar and written 

language norms. One of the reasons for the focus on written language skills is the influence of 

the Matriculation Exams that only assess the written language skills together with reading and 

listening comprehension (Takala 1993). However, Finnish language teaching has for decades 

now emphasized communication and communicative proficiency. The addition of an oral test 

to the Matriculation Exams should bring more focus on the teaching of oral skills.  

Another possible reason for the focus on written language comes from the dependence on text-

books in foreign language teaching (Tergujeff and Kautonen 2017: 12). The language text-

books have had to adjust to contain more oral activities as the current National Core Curriculum 

for General Upper Secondary Schools has raised oral communication and interaction to be one 

of the central aims for learning languages. There is, however, a difference between oral activ-

ities where the focus is on the vocabulary and structure, and oral activities where the aim is to 

practice oral skills (Tergujeff 2017: 99). Previous studies (Leskinen 2015 and Hietala 2013) on 

oral activities in language textbooks have revealed that while the textbook series claim to fol-

low the NCC, they are still found lacking in the area of practicing oral skills. The activities 

mainly practice vocabulary and grammar with few chances of practicing features of oral skills. 

In oral communication, linguistic knowledge of grammar and vocabulary are certainly im-

portant, but having knowledge of oral skills and conversational strategies is even more crucial 

(Thornbury 2005). To be proficient in oral communication, one needs to be aware what kind 

of language is appropriate to different contexts.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
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The aim of this study is to examine if the current language textbooks follow the requirements 

of oral communication and interaction set in the NCC 2015. Two textbook series were chosen: 

Insights in English and Ponjatno! in Russian. These textbook series will give a view on how 

oral skills are presented in two different level language textbook series. Insights is used to teach 

syllabus A1 English while Ponjatno! has been designed for syllabus B3 Russian. Both textbook 

series also offer a new version for the new NCC 2019 which will replace the current NCC in 

the fall semester of 2021. I will also analyze the first textbooks of the new series that have been 

published to see how they follow the new requirements and if there are any changes made 

compared to the older textbook series.   

The present thesis consists of four chapters besides introduction. In chapter 2, the theoretical 

framework of the study will be discussed. I will present the two documents that guide language 

education in Finland, also the necessary terminology will be presented and discussed. I will 

also provide discussion of the role of textbooks in language teaching and what are the typical 

activities that can be found in language textbooks. In addition, I will present some previous 

research that have studied textbooks and oral skills. Also, the rationale of this study Chapter 3 

will present the methodology of this study. First, the focus of this study and the research ques-

tions will be presented. Next, the data of this study will then pe presented as will the chosen 

method, content analysis. Chapter 4 is the analysis part of this thesis. There I will present the 

findings I analyzed from the data. The thesis will then conclude with chapter 5. 
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In this chapter, the key concepts and the framework for teaching oral skills is presented and 

discussed. First, I will describe what the Common European Framework of Reference for Lan-

guages and the National Core Curriculum for General Upper Secondary Schools expect from 

teaching and learning spoken language and oral skills. Second, I will discuss how textbooks 

are used in language teaching and learning. Third, I will present the three main activity types 

that can be found in language textbooks. Lastly, I will provide justification for this thesis by 

discussing the previous research on textbooks and oral skills. 

2.1 Framework for teaching oral skills 

The two guiding documents that direct teaching of all languages in general upper secondary 

school in Finland will now be presented and described. The Common European Framework of 

Reference for Languages (CEFR) and the National Core Curriculum for General Upper Sec-

ondary School (NCC) set the requirements of what is to be taught and how it will be taught in 

language education. The Council of Europe compiled the CEFR to help European countries to 

standardize language teaching. The NCC, which has even more influence on language teaching 

and learning, partly base the language teaching and assessment on the CEFR to conform to the 

European ideals concerning language education. First, I will describe the CEFR’s view on lan-

guage education and knowledge of spoken language. Then, I will move on to the NCC and 

present what requirements and aims it has set for language education. 

2.1.1 Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 

The CEFR was created by the Council of Europe as a tool to help standardize language learning 

and teaching in Europe. The Framework now has a companion volume which updates the 2001 

version to the needs of current language education. However, the updated version asserts that 

the original CEFR is still valid. The CEFR gives a common set of guidelines that can be used 

when creating a curriculum for teaching languages. By giving a set of proficiency levels, the 

CEFR presents a way to assess the learner’s knowledge and skills in the language in long term. 

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
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(CEFR 2001: 1) The CEFR can also be used to get a reliable source for language testing that 

can be applied in the countries across Europe. The results and diplomas are thus more compa-

rable between the countries and support the mobility of the European people. (CEFR 2001: 1) 

 The CEFR emphasizes the social aspect of languages and thus gives special attention to inter-

action between language users (CEFR 2001: 1, CEFR 2020: 28). The framework wants to im-

plement the real-life needs for language learning into the teaching as interaction between real 

people might differ greatly from what the language teaching expects. It wants to shift the focus 

from the technical side of the language to learning how to use the language in different contexts 

(CEFR 2020: 28-29). It also draws attention to the connections that languages have with each 

other, in which ways they are similar and how they differ.  

The Council of Europe developed the CEFR from their ultimate goal of unifying their members 

(CEFR 2001: 2). Firstly, they seek to protect the vast cultural and linguistical diversity and to 

make this diversity into a resource. Secondly, they wish to aid European mobility by diminish-

ing discrimination. This is to be achieved by greater knowledge of European languages and 

increasing the interaction between European people. Lastly, by having the member states de-

veloping their educational policies, they wish to create stronger bonds within the European 

Union.  

The CEFR (2001: 9) sees language learning from an inclusive, action-oriented point of view. 

The language learners and users are seen as social agents who act in certain situations as indi-

viduals and make sense of the context based on their experiences. Thus, the social context is 

what guides the language user to make sense of the circumstances by using their cognitive, 

emotional and volitional resources. The CEFR simplifies language learning and use as: 

Language use, embracing language learning, comprises the actions performed by persons who as 
individuals and as social agents develop a range of competences, both general and in particular 
communicative language competences. They draw on the competences at their disposal in various 
contexts under various conditions and under various constraints to engage in language activities 
involving language processes to produce and/or receive texts in relation to themes in specific do-
mains, activating those strategies which seem most appropriate for carrying out the tasks to be ac-
complished. The monitoring of these actions by the participants leads to the reinforcement or modi-
fication of their competences. 

(CEFR 2001: 9) 

Competences are defined as all the knowledge, skills, and characteristics the language user 

possesses and has developed from previous experiences. While communicative language com-

petences are applied when a person needs their linguistic knowledge to act, the general com-

petences are applied in all situations and actions, including ones where language is used. 
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(CEFR 2001: 9.) Communicative language competences consist of linguistic (e.g. lexical, 

grammatical, semantic knowledge), sociolinguistic (e.g. knowledge of politeness conventions, 

dialects, register differences), and pragmatic competences (discourse, functional, design com-

petence) (CEFR 2001: 108-130). There will be further discussion of communicative compe-

tence in section 2.2. 

The CEFR approaches assessment from a very positive angle, emphasizing what the learner 

can do in each proficiency level instead of focusing on what knowledge the learner might lack 

(CEFR 2020:2 8). The CEFR sees language learning as a long-term project. The language 

learner or user develops their knowledge in all interaction. Language learning is thus an ongo-

ing process. 

The CEFR suggests the use of six proficiency levels. The language learners are categorized 

into three groups based on their knowledge of the language: the basic level (A), independent 

(B), and proficient (C). The proficiency levels are then further divided into two groups, for 

example A1 and A2. Table 1 shows the six proficiency levels as presented in the CEFR. It 

should be noted that the CEFR views texts as both oral and written text. 

Table 1. Common Reference Levels: global scale (CEFR 2001: 24) 

            

C2 

Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or 

read. Can summarise information from different spo-

ken and written sources, reconstructing arguments and 

accounts in a coherent presentation. Can express 

him/herself spontaneously, very fluently and precisely, 

differentiating finer shades of meaning even in more 

complex situations. 

           Proficient User 

C1 

Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer 

texts, and recognise implicit meaning. Can express 

him/herself fluently and spontaneously without much 

obvious searching for expressions. Can use language 

flexibly and effectively for social, academic and pro-

fessional purposes. Can produce clear, well-structured, 

detailed text on complex subjects, showing controlled 

use of organisational patterns, connectors and cohesive 

devices. 

         Independent User 

B2 

Can understand the main ideas of complex text on 

both concrete and abstract topics, including technical 

discussions in his/her field of specialisation. Can inter-

act with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that 

makes regular interaction with native speakers quite 

possible without strain for either party. Can produce 

clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects and 
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explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of various options. 

 

B1 

Can understand the main points of clear standard input 

on familiar matters regularly encountered in work, 

school, leisure, etc. Can deal with most situations 

likely to arise whilst travelling in an area where the 

language is spoken. Can produce simple connected 

text on topics which are familiar or of personal inter-

est. Can describe experiences and events, dreams, 

hopes and ambitions and briefly give reasons and ex-

planations for opinions and plans. 

              Basic User 

A2 

Can understand sentences and frequently used expres-

sions related to areas of most immediate relevance 

(e.g. very basic personal and family information, shop-

ping, local geography, employment). Can communi-

cate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and 

direct exchange of information on familiar and routine 

matters. Can describe in simple terms aspects of 

his/her background, immediate environment and mat-

ters in areas of immediate need. 

 

A1 

Can understand and use familiar everyday expressions 

and very basic phrases aimed at the satisfaction of 

needs of a concrete type. Can introduce him/herself 

and others and can ask and answer questions about 

personal details such as where he/she lives, people 

he/she knows and things he/she has. Can interact in a 

simple way provided the other person talks slowly and 

clearly and is prepared to help. 

 

The CEFR proposes a new model to the four skills of language knowledge (traditionally seen 

as reading, writing, speaking, and listening) as it claims that communication is much more 

complex than what the traditional four skills imply (CEFR 2020: 32-33). The new model con-

sists of reception, production, interaction, and mediation. These four skills are more adequate 

in presenting the real-life needs of communication. In this work, I will concentrate on skills 

what is relevant to the production of oral language and communication, mainly production and 

interaction. 

The CEFR divides oral language into to subcategories: oral production and spoken interaction 

(CEFR 2001: 57-60, 73-82). Oral production is seen as a longer oral text that is received by 

one or more listeners. The production is not seen as very interactive in nature as the communi-

cation is mainly produced by one person. Examples of oral production are a presentation, 

speech, and a concert where the artist sings. However, spoken interaction is more interactive 

than oral production. The roles of the speaker and listener change repeatedly as they take turns 
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in producing language. For example, a conversation, interview, and debate are spoken interac-

tion activities.  

The CEFR presents scales of overall oral production (Table 2). Furthermore, the CEFR pre-

sents scales for more specific areas of oral production including sustained monologue (describ-

ing experience), sustained monologue (putting a case), public announcements, and addressing 

audiences (CEFR 2001: 58). The scales for these specific areas of oral production can be found 

in Appendix 1. 

Table 2. The CEFR Overall oral production scale (CEFR 2001: 58). 

 OVERALL ORAL PRODUCTION 

C2 Can produce clear, smoothly flowing well-structured speech with an effective logical 

structure which helps the recipient to notice and remember significant points. 

C1 Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on complex subjects, integrat-

ing sub-themes, developing particular points and rounding off with an appropriate 

conclusion. 

B2 Can give clear, systematically developed descriptions and presentations, with appro-

priate highlighting of significant points, and relevant supporting detail. 

 Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on a wide range of subjects re-

lated to his/her field of interest, expanding and supporting ideas with subsidiary 

points and relevant examples. 

B1 Can reasonably fluently sustain a straightforward description of one of a variety of 

subjects within his/her field of interest, presenting it as a linear sequence of points. 

A2 Can give a simple description or presentation of people, living or working conditions, 

daily routines, likes/dislikes, etc. as a short series of simple phrases and sentences 

linked into a list. 

A1 Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases about people and places. 

 

The CEFR also presents scales of overall oral interaction (Table 3). As with oral production, 

the CEFR divides spoken interaction also to more specific areas of spoken interaction which 

are understanding a native speaker interlocutor, conversation, informal discussion, formal dis-

cussion and meetings, goal-oriented co-operation, transactions to obtain goods and services, 

information exchange, interviewing and being interviewed (CEFR 2001: 73).  The scales for 

these specific areas of spoken interaction can be found in Appendix 2. 

Table 3. The CEFR Overall spoken interaction scale (CEFR 2001: 74) 

 OVERALL SPOKEN INTERACTION 

 

C2 

Has a good command of idiomatic expressions and colloquialisms with awareness 

of connotative levels of meaning. Can convey finer shades of meaning precisely by 

using, with reasonable accuracy, a wide range of modification devices. Can 
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backtrack and restructure around a difficulty so smoothly the interlocutor is hardly 

aware of it. 

 

C1 

Can express him/herself fluently and spontaneously, almost effortlessly. Has a good 

command of a broad lexical repertoire allowing gaps to be readily overcome with 

circumlocutions. There is little obvious searching for expressions or avoidance 

strategies; only a conceptually difficult subject can hinder a natural, smooth flow of 

language. 

 Can use the language fluently, accurately and effectively on a wide range of gen-

eral, academic, vocational or leisure topics, marking clearly the relationships be-

tween ideas. Can communicate spontaneously with good grammatical control with-

out much sign of having to restrict what he/she wants to say, adopting a level of for-

mality appropriate to the circumstances. 

B2 Can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity that makes regular interaction, 

and sustained relationships with native speakers quite possible without imposing 

strain on either party. Can highlight the personal significance of events and experi-

ences, account for and sustain views clearly by providing relevant explanations and 

arguments. 

 Can communicate with some confidence on familiar routine and non-routine mat-

ters related to his/her interests and professional field. Can exchange, check and con-

firm information, deal with less routine situations and explain why something is a 

problem. Can express thoughts on more abstract, cultural topics such as films, 

books, music etc. 

B1 Can exploit a wide range of simple language to deal with most situations likely to 

arise whilst travelling. Can enter unprepared into conversation on familiar topics, 

express personal opinions and exchange information on topics that are familiar, of 

personal interest or pertinent to everyday life (e.g. family, hobbies, work, travel and 

current events). 

 Can interact with reasonable ease in structured situations and short conversations, 

provided the other person helps if necessary. Can manage simple, routine exchanges 

without undue effort; can ask and answer questions and exchange ideas and infor-

mation on familiar topics in predictable everyday situations. 

A2 Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct ex-

change of information on familiar and routine matters to do with work and free 

time. Can handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able to understand 

enough to keep conversation going of his/her own accord. 

 

A1 

Can interact in a simple way but communication is totally dependent on repetition 

at a slower rate of speech, rephrasing and repair. Can ask and answer simple ques-

tions, initiate and respond to simple statements in areas of immediate need or on 

very familiar topics. 

2.1.2 National Core Curriculum for General Upper Secondary School 

The National Core Curriculum for General Upper Secondary Schools has been developed a lot 

during the decade of 2010. The current NCC was created in 2015 and took effect in 2016. 

However, the Finnish National Agency for Education has already published a new NCC that 
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will take effect in 1 August 2021. The NCC sets the norm of what will be taught in upper 

secondary schools that all education providers need to follow. It defines the general content of 

the subjects and the values that the content aims to convey. It gives importance to a lifelong 

learning and that the student is an independent, active component in the learning process (NCC 

2015: 14). One of the NCCs general objectives is the value given to languages. The student 

will be guided to make use of their linguistical repertoire. (NCC 2015: 34). 

2.1.2.1 Oral language skills in the NCC 

The NCC 2015 shows that the aim in learning foreign languages is that the student will have 

more confidence in their language skills and to use them. It emphasizes the importance of in-

teraction in the global world. Thus, the NCC wants to guide students to use their language skills 

in their spare time and realize how vast their linguistical repertoire is. (NCC 2015: 107). In 

foreign languages, the NCC 2015 expects the students to reach the following proficiency levels 

in reference to the CEFR presented in Table 4. It should be added that, just like the CEFR, the 

NCC defines text as both spoken and written text. 

Table 4. Levels of Language Proficiency Scale to be achieved by upper secondary school stu-

dents in foreign languages (NCC 2015: 108). 

Language and sylla-

bus 

Skills in interaction Skills in interpreting 

texts 

Skills in producing 

texts 

English A B2.1 B2.1 B2.1 

Other languages A B1.2 B1.2 B1.2 

English B1 B1.2 B1.2 B1.2 

Other languages B1 B1.1 B1.1 B1.1 

English B2 B1.1 B1.1 B1.1 

Other languages B2 A2.2 A2.2 A2.2 

English B3 B1.1 B1.1 A2.2 

Languages of Asia 

and Africa B3 

A2.1 A2.1 (spoken text) 

A1.3 (written text) 

A2.1 (spoken text) 

A1.3 (written text) 

Other languages B3 A2.1 A2.1 A2.1 

 

As the Table 4 shows, the NCC divides language skills to skills in interaction, skills in inter-

preting texts, and skills in producing texts. The NCC has further divided skills in interaction to 

three subcategories, such as, interaction in different situations, use of communication strate-

gies, and cultural appropriateness of communication. Due to the NCC defining text as both 

spoken and written, all these skills are relevant to this study as they all include oral language. 
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In this thesis, I am interested in syllabus A English and syllabus B3 of other languages, partic-

ularly, Russian. 

The NCC presents an adaptation of the CEFR created by the Finnish National Agency for Ed-

ucation which specifies what the student can do in each proficiency level (NCC 2015: 240-

249). Students of syllabus A English should achieve the proficiency level B2.1 in the three 

skills by the end of the upper secondary school. This means that they should reach the first 

stage of independent proficiency. Table 5 illustrates what a student is expected to be able to do 

in the proficiency level B2.1.  

Table 5. Scale of description for language proficiency level B2.1 (NCC 2015: 247). 

  

Interaction in different situa-

tions 

Student can communicate 

fluently even in new com-

municative situations that 

use somewhat conceptual 

but still articulate language. 

 

 

 

 

Skills in interaction 

 

 

 

 

Use of communication strat-

egies 

Student can express their 

opinion and sometimes use 

standard phrases to take 

time. Student can negotiate 

the meaning of complicated 

matters and concepts. Stu-

dent can observe their under-

standing and communication 

as well as correct their lan-

guage errors. 

  

 

Cultural appropriateness of 

communication 

Student aspires to express 

their thoughts appropriately 

and respectively to their 

communicative partner con-

sidering the requirements of 

different situations. 

 

 

 

 

Skills in interpreting texts 

 

 

 

 

Text interpretation skills 

Student understands concep-

tually and linguistically 

complex speech. Student can 

follow extensive speech and 

complex argumentation as 

well as express main points 

of what they heard. Student 

understands most of conver-

sations happening around 

them. 

 

Skills in producing texts 

 

Text production skills 

Student can express them-

selves reasonably clearly and 

correctly about matters 
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within their circle of experi-

ence using versatile struc-

tures and moderately diverse 

vocabulary including idio-

matic and conceptual expres-

sions. Student can also par-

ticipate in somewhat formal 

conversations and possesses 

a moderately diverse vocab-

ulary and complex sentence 

structures. Pronunciation is 

clear, primary stress of 

words is in the correct sylla-

ble, and speech consists of 

some intonation models typi-

cal of the target language.  

 

The NCC expects students of syllabus B3 language to reach proficiency level A2.1 by the end 

of the upper secondary school. This stage is called the first stage of basic proficiency. Table 6 

shows what a student should be able to do in the proficiency level A2.1.  

Table 6. Scale of description for language proficiency level A2.1 (NCC 2015: 243). 

  

 

Interaction in different situa-

tions 

Student can exchange 

thoughts or knowledge in fa-

miliar and everyday situa-

tions as well as occasionally 

maintain communicative sit-

uation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Skills in interaction 

 

 

 

 

Use of communication strat-

egies 

Student participates increas-

ingly in communication rely-

ing less in non-linguistical 

expressions. Student needs 

to ask for repetition or clari-

fication quite frequently and 

can somewhat apply expres-

sions used by their commu-

nicative partner in their own 

communication 

  

 

 

Cultural appropriateness of 

communication 

Student can manage short 

social situations and can use 

most frequent polite greet-

ings and forms of address as 

well as express politely re-

quests, invitations, proposi-

tions, apologies, and answer 

these. 
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Skills in interpreting texts 

 

 

 

 

Text interpretation skills 

Student understands easy, fa-

miliar vocabulary and ex-

pressions, and texts consist-

ing of clear speech. Student 

understands main points of 

predictable texts consisting 

of familiar vocabulary. Stu-

dent can achieve basic de-

ductions supported by con-

text. 

 

 

 

 

 

Skills in producing texts 

 

 

 

 

 

Text production skills 

Student can talk about every-

day, concrete matters that are 

important to them using sim-

ple sentences and concrete 

vocabulary. Student knows 

easily predictable basic vo-

cabulary and many central 

structures. Student can apply 

some basic rules of pronun-

ciation in expressions that 

have not been practiced. 

 

The NCC (2015: 108) states that the foreign languages are to be assessed according to the 

general and subject specific objectives. Moreover, the students will be given feedback on their 

skills in different areas of language proficiency. The common reference levels presented in the 

CEFR, that have been adapted to the NCCs needs, are used as a tool for assessment. The NCC 

goes on to say that the common reference levels are used more extensively later in the studies 

as at the beginning the assessment is more focused on the student’s ability to develop their 

language learning skills. (NCC 2015: 108). Specifically, in the course 8 in syllabus A and in 

the course 6 in syllabus B1, spoken language is assessed with an oral test provided by the 

Finnish National Agency for Education and with other competence demonstrations completed 

during the course (NCC 2015: 229). 

As already shown above, foreign languages are separated into different syllabi. For example, 

English is almost always studied as a syllabus A language which is the most extensive syllabus 

since the learning begins in Grade 1 in basic education (previously in Grade 3). Syllabus B3, 

however, is the shortest syllabus and does not have as high a proficiency level aim, as syllabus 

A. The learning of syllabus B3 languages starts in the upper secondary school. 

According to the statistics of Vipunen (n.d. a) and Official Statistics of Finland (OSF n.d. a), 

English has been the most popular choice for the syllabus A language in the upper secondary 
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school by a huge margin for the whole 2010s. Over 90 percent of the upper secondary school 

students prefer English to other languages as their syllabus A language, compared to the second 

most common choice of Swedish that is chosen by circa 7 percent of the students. In the 2010s, 

while English is clearly the most popular choice, it has lost some students to other languages. 

In 2010, English was chosen by 30,497 students who had completed their studies which is 93,1 

percent and in 2017 it was chosen by 28,429 students which is 92,8 percent. 

The statistics of Vipunen (n.d. b) and OSF (n.d. b) also show that during the 2010s, Russian 

has been the fourth most popular choice for a syllabus B3 language. However, it can be noted 

that it is the only one of the four most common syllabus B3 languages that is on the rise in the 

options for a syllabus B3. The others (Germany, Spanish, and French) have lost students each 

year while more and more students study Russian. In 2010, Russian was chosen by 613 students 

who had completed their studies which is 1,9 percent, compared to 2017 when Russian was 

chosen by 839 students which is 2,7 percent. In 2017, Russian was chosen by more students 

than French, so it became the third most popular language for a syllabus B3 language. 

The NCC describes what is to be taught in the language syllabi. In the compulsory courses of 

syllabus A English the emphasis is on the development of the learning skills, development of 

language skills, and how to act in different interactions. In addition, the compulsory courses 

deepen the understanding of different text types and how the language can be used in acquiring 

knowledge. It is also stated that oral and written interaction are practiced diversely in all 

courses. (NCC 2015: 110). Further, in the optional courses, the language skills are developed 

for more specific purposes. The students will develop their knowledge of interpreting and pro-

ducing text (both spoken and written). In particular, course 8 is dedicated to oral language. The 

course will focus on improving oral language skills and the ability to understand and produce 

spoken language. (NCC 2015: 111). The subject specific objectives for English as a syllabus 

A language are that the student: 

- develops as a user of English and as an agent in a culturally diverse world in local, in-

ternational, European, and global communities 

- understands the significance and role of English as the language of international com-

munication 

- can assess the sufficiency of their own skills from the point of view of further studies 

- can plan their language studies for the future needs of their work life and internation-

alization 

- gets experience in reading, interpreting, and handle more extensive English texts 
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- can proportion their skills according to the stage B2.1 of the developing language pro-

ficiency level scale, and to assess the development of their skills and develop the 

skills even further 

(NCC 2015: 109-110) 

As opposed to syllabus A in upper secondary school, a syllabus B3 language is usually a new 

language for the student. The learning starts from the basics and the student will be introduced 

to the new language and culture. A syllabus B3 language is always an optional subject and, 

thus, the courses are optional. The NCC (2015: 117) states that at the beginning the language 

teaching focuses on oral interaction and smaller written tasks that are easily related to those 

oral interactions. Even though oral language is practiced in all courses, the amount of written 

language will be increased gradually. The aim is to develop language skills for everyday inter-

action. Moreover, the teaching will concentrate on good pronunciation throughout the studies. 

(NCC 2015: 117). The subject specific objectives for syllabus B3 language are that the student: 

- finds increasing their linguistical repertoire meaningful 

- develops as a user of the target language and as an agent in a culturally diverse world 

in local, international, European, and global communities 

- can proportion their skills according to the stage A2.1 (other languages) or B1.1/A2.1 

(English) of the developing language proficiency level scale, and to assess the devel-

opment of their skills and develop the skills even further 

(NCC 2015: 117) 

As already mentioned above, the new NCC 2019 will replace the 2015 version in the fall of 

2021. According to the Finnish National Agency for Education, the education of upper second-

ary schools will be facing some reforms on structural level while the content of what and how 

to teach and assess is nearly same as in the 2015 version. The NCC (2019: 10) states that the 

most prominent changes are that the students will earn credits after completing a course. A 

student will need 150 credits, of which 20 credits are to be elective studies, to graduate. The 

compulsory studies will be structured into modules worth 1 to 4 credits. These modules can be 

constructed for one subject or in collaboration with other subjects. However, if the study mod-

ule consists of more than one subject, it will be assessed separately for each subject (NCC 

2019: 10). The general aims of the new NCC (2019: 9-10) are to improve student well-being 

and to give more guidance in the studies. The reforms are also supposed to guide more students 

to higher education. Moreover, the studies need to reflect the real-life needs for education, 

therefore, the studies seek to generate transversal competence. Transversal competence can be 
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divided into six different competences. These include welfare, interaction, multidisciplinary 

and creativity, societal, ethical and environmental, and global and cultural competence. 

Regarding foreign languages, the new NCC (2019: 174-177) aims to increase language aware-

ness and multilingual competence. The students are encouraged to use their linguistic skills 

and to appreciate all linguistic knowledge. Moreover, the general aims are cultural and linguis-

tic diversity, study skills, and skills in interaction, interpreting texts, and producing text. It is 

interesting to note that the new NCC (finally) states that the aim is not to achieve a native like 

skill level. Instead, the aim is to increase skills in constructive interaction and reciprocal un-

derstanding. 

The objectives of English as a syllabus A language are close to the ones stated in the current 

NCC. The courses are changed into modules to reflect and include the concept of transversal 

competence and the overall aims of the new NCC (2019: 180-185). However, the new NCC 

describes the aims of the module ENA8 (oral language course) in more detail (NCC 2019: 184-

185.) Students will practice oral language skills diversely, such as, spoken interaction, 

knowledge of different language variants, and oral text production that needs to be prepared. 

In addition, the aim is to practice negotiation, taking their communicative partner into consid-

eration and appreciating them. 

As with syllabus A English, the aims of syllabus B3 languages have not been fundamentally 

changed for the new NCC. The objectives have been directed to the overall aims of upper 

secondary school education. The increase of language awareness and linguistical repertoire are 

still the most important aims in teaching foreign languages as syllabus B3 (NCC 2019: 193). 

One of the more major changes is the special emphasis put on oral language skills in syllabus 

B3 languages. The beginning of the language teaching concentrates on oral language skills 

with only small written interaction tasks included. It is mentioned that after Module 3, the 

student can get a certificate of their oral language skills (NCC 2019: 194). 

The guidelines of teaching oral skills have now been described. Next, the key concepts of 

teaching spoken language are discussed to determine what should be taken into account when 

teaching spoken language.  
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2.2 Communicative proficiency 

Chomsky (1988:4) divided knowledge of language into competence and performance. He de-

fines competence as the knowledge of grammar, or the rules of language. Performance is de-

fined as how the speaker uses the language in real situations. Chomsky (1988:3) feels that a 

language user is expected to speak in an ideal interactional situation where they know the lan-

guage perfectly, grammar and vocabulary, and everyone around them has a homogenous way 

of speaking. He states (1988:3) that the reality is, however, rougher. The language user will 

make errors in using the language, they get distracted, they bend the grammar rules. All this is 

showcased in performance as it reveals how the language user actually uses the language. 

Knowledge of grammar and rules of language is not the only indicator of knowledge of lan-

guage, Chomsky (1988) shows that knowledge of language needs the communicative aspect to 

indicate the actual knowledge.  

Chomsky’s theory of competence and performance was criticized by Hymes (1972) for its lack 

of sociocultural aspect. Hymes (1972: 271-272) points out that social rules of what is appro-

priate to do and say affect the communicative situation greatly. Chomsky (1988:) also notes 

the appropriateness of language but Hymes (1972: 271-272) counters this by claiming that 

Chomsky only focuses on the cognitive side of language such as grammatical errors or defec-

tive attention spans. According to Hymes (1972: 271-272), Chomsky does not explain how the 

social world affects the interaction. Even though Hymes focused on first language acquisition 

and on communication in a setting where all participants spoke the same language and did not 

consider communication in intercultural contexts (Byram 1997: 9), it can be gathered (Hymes 

1972: 279) that people judge others based on their learned cultural norms. So, playing by, and 

being aware of, especially in intercultural situations, the social rules is essential if one is con-

cerned with receiving a positive review.  

Due to his criticism of Chomsky, Hymes (1972) coined the term communicative competence. 

He (1972: 281-286) describes four questions (or variables) that summarize communicative 

competence: whether (and to what degree) something is possible, feasible, appropriate, and 

performed. Whether something is possible refers to the rules of language, the grammar. Feasi-

bility provides a psycholinguistic aspect and how one processes different language instances. 

Appropriateness takes into account the context. Speech can be grammatically appropriate but 

also socioculturally. Appropriateness utilizes tacit knowledge of culture. Lastly, performance, 
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in this case, refers to whether something is done. A language user might choose not to say 

something even if it has the requirements of the three other questions above.  

Hymes’ view on communicative competence interested many linguists (see for example Canale 

and Swain 1980, Van Ek 2000, Bachman 1990, Wiemann and Backlund 1980) and was further 

developed to include intercultural contexts. Byram (1997: 7-8) explains that Hymes’ ideas were 

adopted by foreign language teaching and learning. However, he criticizes this as Hymes com-

posed his notion of communicative competence in the context of first language acquisition and 

it suggests that the learners should compare their knowledge to the native speakers even though 

the communicative situation is different in intercultural context.  

The attributes of communicative competence have been described in various ways to include 

the context of foreign language learning. Canale and Swain (1980) were some of those who 

adapted the Hymesian concept of communicative competence for foreign language learning. 

They conclude (1980: 28) that grammatical competence, sociolinguistic competence, and stra-

tegic competence are the base for communication teaching in a foreign language. They 

(1980:29) put emphasis on exploiting learners’ experience of communicating in their first lan-

guage to the use of the foreign language. The learners’ previous experience will guide them in 

choosing the grammatical features that are most likely used by native speakers, appropriate for 

the interactional context, and reasonably complex to their skill level. These should be taught in 

meaningful communicative tasks that the learner is probably going to participate in in real life. 

Canale and Swain (1980: 30-31) are also especially interested in the strategic competence and 

how the learner will cope in communicative situations where they compensate for errors in 

grammar use and/or sociocultural rules. They stress the importance of the teacher being capable 

to create meaningful communicative situations where the learners will be able to practice their 

strategic skills.  

Van Ek (2000) also has his own take on communicative competence in foreign language learn-

ing, however, he calls it communicative ability. By combining several theories, he (2000: 31) 

presents six competences that constitute communicative ability: linguistic, sociolinguistic, dis-

course, strategic, sociocultural, and social competence. Linguistic competence (2000: 33) 

means that the language user is able to produce and decipher utterances that follow the linguis-

tic rules of the language. Sociolinguistic competence (2000: 35) concerns the context of the 

interactional situation. Van Ek separates linguistic competence and sociolinguistic competence 

by determining that linguistic competence deals with the conventional meaning or the most 
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basic meaning that a native speaker would give to an utterance on its own, while sociolinguistic 

competence gives the utterance a situational meaning. When a learner chooses strategies to 

produce or decipher texts (written or oral), they are exploiting discourse competence (2000: 

41). Strategic competence (2000: 49) means the ability to handle errors in communicative sit-

uations. Sociocultural competence (2000: 51) refers to having a certain frame of reference that 

comes from culture. Everyone is shaped by their environment and experiences, and they inter-

act with that frame of mind. The competence comes from being able to expand this frame of 

mind to include others.  Lastly, Van Ek (2000: 57) describes social competence. This consists 

of the skill, willingness, and motivation to interact with others. Social competence also deals 

with the language learner’s personality, how self-confident and empathic they are.  

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages by the Council of Europe 

(CEFR 2001: 13) divides communicative competence into three competences: linguistic com-

petence, sociolinguistic competence, and pragmatic competence. Linguistic competence con-

sists of knowledge of language, such as, vocabulary, grammar, phonology, and orthography. 

Sociolinguistic competence deals with sociocultural conditions and the notion of appropriate-

ness. Lastly, pragmatic competence is defined as the practical use of language knowledge. This 

includes flexibility, turn-taking, thematic development, cohesion and coherence, propositional 

precision, and fluency. It is emphasized (CEFR 2020: 129) that these competences are always 

influencing all language use together not separately. (CEFR 2001: 13-14, 108-130, CEFR 

2020: 129-142.) 

Taylor (1988: 148-149) brings into attention how the term competence has been completely 

misunderstood since Chomsky brought it up. He points out that Hymes and others who devel-

oped his theory of communicative competence further have all misinterpreted Chomsky’s def-

inition of competence. He (1988: 151) claims that competence in Chomsky’s work only means 

knowledge of language rules and grammar. Chomsky does not mean the ability to use these 

rules. He (1988: 149) asserts that knowledge and ability to use knowledge are different con-

cepts. Much of Hymes’ criticism of Chomsky, by claiming that there is no room for appropri-

ateness and knowledge of sociocultural language rules, is thus invalid (Taylor 1988: 148). Ac-

cording to Taylor (1988: 149, 166), Hymes widened the meaning of competence so much that 

he actually changed its meaning to proficiency. He (1988: 166-167) prefers the term commu-

nicative proficiency. He places proficiency between competence and performance, or in other 
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words, competence is knowledge of grammar, proficiency is the ability to use grammar rules, 

and performance employs proficiency by putting the ability of grammar use in action.  

Hall (2019) agrees with Taylor (1988) that the term competence creates too much confusion in 

the linguistical field due to the juxtaposition of the Chomskyan and Hymesian view of the term. 

He suggests/proposes terms repertoire or expertise to replace competence. He (2019: 86) ex-

plains that since the 1990s, language knowledge of foreign language learners has been de-

scribed with an assortment of multiple competences that derive from different linguistical re-

sources. Language knowledge is thus better described with a repertoire of competences that the 

learner draws from when using a language (Hall 2019: 86-87). In addition, Hall (2019: 87) 

believes that the term repertoire works better than competence in characterizing the dynamic 

nature of language learning as experiences have a different amount of influence on one’s life. 

A language learner might lose some factors of their repertoire while keeping others for their 

whole life. It is implied that competence is the opposite. It is seen as a more stable kind of 

knowledge, for instance, if one learns something, then they will know it for always and not 

forget it. (Hall 2019, 87). While Hall concurs with Taylor that competence is a problematic 

term, he (2019: 87) also criticizes the use of the term proficiency. In his opinion, it is too gen-

erally used in describing language skills and does not work in a real-life context as well as 

expertise, or the knowledge that language users gain from their social groups. 

Today, language learning and teaching quite widely use the term communicative proficiency. 

Perhaps one of the more authoritative users of communicative proficiency is the CEFR. The 

CEFR (2020: 32) describes language knowledge as proficiency. Communication is highly pre-

sent in the CEFR’s definition of proficiency: “the ability to perform communicative language 

activities (“can do …”) while drawing upon both general and communicative language com-

petences (linguistic, sociolinguistic and pragmatic) and activating appropriate communicative 

strategies” (CEFR 2020: 34). Communicative proficiency is especially used in the context of 

assessment. The CEFR, for example, has a chapter on language proficiency assessment. In their 

view (CEFR 2001: 38), a positive approach to assessment is more productive than a negative 

approach, or in other words focusing on what the learner is able to do rather than what the 

learner lacks or cannot do. Thus, the CEFR (2001: 183-184) brings up proficiency assessment 

which means the evaluation of what the learner can do with the language in real-life situation. 

This goes along with their notion of communicative language learning which has its base in 

real-life needs. In proficiency assessment, a learner performs with the language knowledge 
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they have. The CEFR (2001: 187) reminds that one can never truly evaluate different compe-

tences alone, what is evaluated is the learner’s performance. Performance is therefore language 

proficiency. The CEFR (2001: 187) also ties proficiency to communicative competence by 

stating that proficiency is competence in action. 

The term communicative proficiency has now been explained. While communicative profi-

ciency is the goal of spoken language learning, proficiency in spoken language is obtained with 

the help of oral skills. Next, I will discuss what is meant by oral skills and how they are taken 

into account in teaching and assessment. 

2.3 Oral Skills 

Oral communication is usually termed as one of the most important goals of foreign language 

teaching. To be able to orally communicate and develop communicative proficiency, one needs 

knowledge of oral skills. Even the students of foreign languages mark spoken language skills 

as their aim in learning the target language (Takala 1993). While language has always been 

taught mainly through written language, in the recent decades the importance of the spoken 

language has been getting noticed due to the globalization and international mobility, but the 

emphasis is still on the written language. However, there have been plans made to include oral 

language testing in the Finnish Matriculation exams in the future, thus, the significance of oral 

language skills has been getting noticed and oral skills are now taught more systematically. In 

this section, I will discuss features that are specific to oral skills. Then I will present some 

discussions on how to teach and assess oral skills. 

2.3.1 Features of oral language 

Spoken language is temporal. It happens here and now. A listener hears the text at the same 

time as it is produced. Due to this, Tiittula (1992: 19) explains, the speaker is under a lot of 

pressure to plan and produce at the same time. The speaker needs to monitor and repair their 

speech constantly while also taking notice of the listener’s reactions and alter the speech on 

terms with the received feedback. Unlike in written language, the repairs the speaker makes in 

their speech stay visible and they cannot be erased. The speaker can and will, however, start 

over and use other strategies to mask the errors. Tiittula (1992: 19) adds that spoken language 
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is temporal also in the sense that it gets forgotten quickly. The speaker needs to work within 

the parameters of the listener’s working memory. There is also a chance that the speaker might 

forget what they were about to say. In the case of a foreign language learner, the production of 

speech and interpretation of what they have heard is slower than what a native speaker is ca-

pable of since a learner is not as familiar with the culture and context.  

Spoken language relies on context. The situation where the interaction happens directs speech. 

The genre of communication has its own demands on the language appropriate to the situation. 

Nunan (1991: 44) describes genres as the types of function of the communicative situation. For 

example, people use language differently in a casual conversation and in a public speech event, 

and telling a joke differs from telling a story. Different genres have certain structures and fea-

tures that make it easy to tell the difference between them. However, genres can differ cultur-

ally. Thornbury (2005: 32) adds that the more every day genres tend to follow similar structures 

and are, thus, less culturally determined. It should be noted that a conversation usually does 

not include only one genre. The genres and the functions of the communicative situation change 

repeatedly as, for example, someone is telling a story and it turns into a debate whether that is 

what happened at all (Tiittula 1992: 110). Furthermore, the interlocutors add context to the 

communicative situation. In face-to-face conversations all interlocutors have an effect on what 

is said and how it is said. The relationship of the interlocutors is part of the context (Luoma 

2011: 26). A conversation between friends is quite different compared to a situation where the 

interlocutors are not familiar with each other or if the other has a much higher status. Luoma 

(2011: 26-27) states that familiarity of the interlocutors with each other, social distance be-

tween the interlocutors, relative power of the interlocutors, and mutual knowledge, or the 

knowledge gap, between the interlocutors are all features of context that affect the communi-

cative situation. For instance, a person would speak and act differently with their boss and their 

friend, and speak differently to a family member and a doctor. Tiittula (1992: 38) points out 

that context also helps with explicitness of expressions as the context can supplement the 

speaker’s intentions. 

Context also influences what is appropriate language use in communicative situations. Tiittula 

(1992: 52) comments that people usually only notice appropriateness when the social norms 

are broken. She explains that social norms direct the whole communicative situation. Here, the 

genre of the situation affects how much people can deviate from the norms. The more formal 

the situation, the more people avoid breaking the rules of the social norms. The rules affect 
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what people talk about, how and when they should take a turn in speaking, and additionally, 

how politeness is expressed in utterances. International communicative situations are espe-

cially challenging as social norms and appropriateness (Tiittula 1992: 52, Byram 1997, 

Moeschler 2004). This may cause misunderstandings as deviation from the rules is usually 

interpreted as a negative personality trait rather than just ignorance of the target language’s 

cultural norms.  

Emotion is clearly present in spoken language. Tiittula (1992: 99) states that a speaker con-

stantly conveys their attitudes in what they are saying. Emotion is also displayed through dif-

ferent means such as exclamations, swearing, or even with the use of pet names. Prosody and 

non-verbal communication bring their own aspects on expressing emotion, and as Tiittula 

(1992: 99) notes, these are not easily brought to written text as effectively as in spoken lan-

guage. 

Spoken and written language are used for different purposes. According to Tiittula (1992: 11), 

the most common use for spoken language is casual conversation and written language is used 

when one needs to address a large audience, in media for example. However, Tiittula (1992: 

11) reminds that the line between spoken and written language is not always clear. Some spo-

ken texts, such as a monolog in a lecture or a public speech, closely resemble written text as 

the speaker has most likely carefully prepared the speech beforehand and has probably prac-

ticed more complex sentences than usually is used in spoken language. On the other hand, some 

written texts also have similarities with spoken language. For example, text messages use writ-

ten language quite freely and do not use as complex sentences as written language typically 

prefers. In addition, different typographical effects and emojis bring non-verbal aspects to the 

written language (Tiittula 1992: 12-13). 

Spoken language, in the case of everyday language use and conversational situations, tends to 

be syntactically simpler than written language. Brown and Yule (1987: 4) show that spoken 

language is full of unsubordinated phrases that are related to each other in how they are said. 

Thornbury (2005: 4) calls this an add-on strategy. Speakers tend to put together short phrases 

and clauses, instead of combining the clauses in complex grammar as in written language. In 

addition, as Brown and Yule (1987: 4) explain, these clauses are related with pauses and rhythm 

that indicate what clusters of words are supposed to be decoded together. Here it should be 

noted that the syntax of spoken language differs in monologues and more formal situations. 

The longer spoken texts tend to be pre-rehearsed and can, thus, include more complex 
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structures. (Brown & Yule 1987: 7). Luoma (2011: 16-17) states that the vocabulary in every-

day spoken language is simpler and more general than in written language. The expressions do 

not need to be as precise as in written language because speaking happens in a certain context 

and what is being spoken about is somehow familiar to all interlocutors. Users of spoken lan-

guage tend to use a lot of pronouns, conjunctions, deictic expressions, pragmatic materials that 

are also called discourse particles, moreover, spoken language is full of incomplete sentences 

and false starts. The use of pronouns and deictic expressions comes from the importance of 

context. People tend to speak about their own life and what they have experienced, which, 

according to Tiittula (1992: 56), is manifested in the use of first person and pronouns. In addi-

tion, pronouns are related to explicitness, it is usually enough of a reference to use a pronoun 

rather that describe the person explicitly. When the interlocutors have a conversation face-to-

face and most likely have a mutual understanding of what each other knows, they do not need 

to describe things intricately, they can point to an object and say that over there. (Tiittula 1992: 

56). Conjunctions are used to relate clauses and utterances together to save the speaker from 

making complex structures (Tiittula 1992: 57.) Pragmatic materials, or particles, are small, 

semantically quite empty words that are used to structure discourse (Tiittula 1992: 60-61, 

Archer et. al 2012). For example, a speaker of English could start their turn with a discourse 

particle such as well or you know to tie the expression into the previous utterance. In Russian, 

they might use вот or так. Tiittula (1992: 65) notes that learners of foreign language use much 

less discourse particles compared to native speakers which makes them sound less fluent and 

unnatural. She (1992: 65) states that even though discourse particles are central in spoken lan-

guage grammar, they are ignored in foreign language teaching as the teaching usually concen-

trates on written language norms and discourse particles are not considered to be part of gram-

mar in written language. Fillers are part of the pragmatic materials. Their purpose is to fill 

pauses without bringing much meaning to the utterance (Tiittula 1992: 73). This is part of 

fluency as long pauses in speech are disrupting so they should be filled to the best of the 

speaker’s ability. Tiittula (1992: 75) claims that the ability to keep talking even if one would 

not have anything to say makes the speaker seem fluent. Fillers are used to indicate that the 

speaker wants to continue but is in need of a short planning break (Brown and Yule 1987: 30). 

Common fillers are um, uh, and you know. Luoma (2011: 18) adds that in reality native speech 

is full of these expressions, but they are not appreciated in oral language tests. Tiittula (1992: 

75) agrees with Luoma but reminds that few people are so fluent as to be able to speak without 

some form of hesitations or fillers. Due to the short planning time, speakers usually start with 
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a certain structure but later realize that it is not suitable (Tiittula 1992: 70). This leads to in-

complete sentences as they may decide on another structure and start the utterance again.  

Pronunciation is also part of oral skills. A learner of a foreign language needs to learn how to 

pronounce words to able to speak it. Tergujeff and Kautonen (2017: 14) emphasize the im-

portance of pronunciation. They state that pronunciation is an important part of message trans-

mission as it affects fluency, interaction, and accuracy. Languages have different sound sys-

tems that can complicate understanding when, for example, a Finnish person would attempt to 

pronounce English or Russian with the standards of the Finnish sound system. However, Brown 

and Yule (1987: 26) remind that perfect native-like pronunciation is quite impossible to attain, 

and it is not even necessary. Especially with a language like English that is used so widely in 

the world, with many different standards, it would be difficult to set a criterion on what the 

learners would be judged against (Luoma 2011: 9). Luoma (2011: 10) proposes that a more 

realistic approach to pronunciation is needed. She would judge learners on basis of compre-

hensibility that would take into account the native standards but would be more merciful for 

the learners. She (2011: 11) argues that other features of use of voice in communication, such 

as intonation, stress, and rhythm, affect comprehensibility than the ability to pronounce indi-

vidual sounds. Tiittula (1992: 21) also believes that prosody is central to comprehensibility. 

Stress and intonation can be used to change or amplify the message. They also structure con-

versation as the speaker can indicate the wish to end a turn using just intonation. (Tiittula 1992: 

22-23). Tiittula (1992: 23) claims that features of prosody differ from culture to culture. Even 

if they are quite universal, they are still used in conventionally different ways, and thus can 

create problems in interpreting messages as the interlocutors will be using their own conven-

tions in decoding them. For example, especially in Russian, the placement of stress in words is 

important for the interpretation, the meaning of words can change with stressing a certain vowel 

(зáмок = castle and замóк = lock). However, the context can sometimes salvage the situation 

if the listener realizes that the word was simply pronounced wrong. 

2.3.2 Oral skills in interaction 

Reciprocity is an important feature of spoken language. Although a speaker is in the spotlight, 

a listener has a significant role. The speech is addressed to them and they will need to partici-

pate by signaling if they heard and understood the message. This kind of feedback also includes 
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signals of their opinion on the message and if they want to get a turn or want the speaker to 

keep talking. After getting the feedback, the speaker can then keep explaining or yield the turn 

to speak. Tiittula (1992: 113) explains that feedback can be non-verbal in the case of a nod or 

shaking a head. Verbal feedback can be very short, for example, uh-huh, okay, right, or a bit 

longer such as that’s right, I don’t believe that. She adds that even silence in certain situations 

can be interpreted as feedback. Thornbury (2005: 8) points out that feedback affects even 

speakers who are producing a monolog. Bygate (1987: 13) notes that paying attention to feed-

back is necessary, as otherwise the speaker might seem arrogant or stupid. Feedback can also 

be used to observe the listener’s reactions on appropriateness (Tiittula 1992: 71). The speaker 

can accommodate the listener’s reactions by correcting the utterance to be more mellow if they 

estimate that their message was too harsh or inappropriate for the situation as usually the lis-

tener’s reaction shows what they truly feel of the utterance. They can also make the message 

more specific in the case of the listener indicating that they are confused with the meaning of 

the message.  

Negotiation of meaning is part of the reciprocity in communication, it also ties into giving 

feedback. Bygate (1987: 22, 27) states that negotiation of meaning happens when problems of 

understanding arise in communication. The listener confirms that they have understood the 

message, that the speaker is trying to express, appropriately. The participants need to make 

sure that they have achieved mutual understanding. While in written language the writer needs 

to be explicit enough as the reader cannot confirm that they have understood in any way, in 

spoken interaction, the speaker and listener are able to ask for confirmation and make sure they 

have understood. The speaker assumes what knowledge the listener already has and chooses 

his expressions accordingly. (Bygate 1987: 29-30). By taking note of the feedback given by 

the listener, the speaker is able to confirm that the message has been understood as it was 

intended, or they can alter the message and add more explicit expressions in the case of the 

listener signaling their confusion (Bygate 1987: 32). Tiittula (1992: 96-97), however, warns 

against excessive explicitness as it can change the interpretation of the message. For example, 

a too explicit answer to a question (Have you brought your coat? Yes, I have brought my coat) 

can make the answer seem cranky, even if it was not intended to be so. She further explains 

that foreign language learners tend to use excessively explicit language and fully structured 

phrases while native speakers would be more implicit and vague. This may derive from the 
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influence of written language in oral language teaching and from the speaker’s wish to appear 

more advanced in their knowledge of the language.  

Turn-taking is an important part of the dialogic nature of conversation. The participants take 

turns in holding the floor and use certain signals to show their wish to take or end a turn (Sacks 

et. al 1974). Sacks et al. (1974) go on to say that, usually, speakers talk one at a time. There 

will most likely occur some overlap but not for a prolonged period of time. Turn-taking situa-

tion is quite a bit more complex than one would think. Thornbury (2005: 9) explains that a 

person will need to have skills in keeping their turn, recognize when someone is showing signs 

of wanting a turn, giving up the floor to them, show that they are listening, and then recognize 

an appropriate moment to get another turn. According to Tiittula (1992: 128), interlocutors are 

experts in coordination and co-operation as a listener can quite well predict the organization of 

the conversation from communication cues, they can anticipate what the speaker is going to 

say and when their turn will end. Similarly, the speaker can predict when the listener wants to 

have a turn. 

Turn-taking is also a skill of management of interaction. Managing interaction, according to 

Bygate (1987: 36) includes, besides turn-taking, agenda management. While turn-taking refers 

to who speaks and for how long, agenda management conducts the content and topic of the 

conversation. A topic is always proposed by one interlocutor, others then decide if they approve 

of the topic and they may continue to converse about it, then, someone offers another topic 

which is then accepted or declined. Topics normally change swiftly in casual conversation with 

one interlocutor getting an idea for a topic from something that was said previously. As men-

tioned above, the topic should always be interesting to all interlocutors and appropriate for the 

situation or it might be declined. 

It is generally thought that a good speaker is fluent, and it is used as one of the criteria in spoken 

language assessment (Salo-Lee 1991: 7). Hildén (2000: 175) defines fluency as the flowing of 

speech without too many disruptive pauses. Thornbury (2005: 6) explains features of fluency 

further. Fluency can be enhanced or at least a speaker can appear to be fluent by adding auto-

maticity into the speech production. A speaker can use memorized phrases that are suitable for 

the current discourse. This adds automaticity into the production of speech and leaves more 

time for planning the more unfamiliar phrases. Thornbury (2005: 6) highlights that all this is 

possible with practice. If the interaction situation is completely unfamiliar, the more likely it is 
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that the speaker will seem inarticulate. Thornbury (2005: 28) points out that excessive moni-

toring of speech in hopes of not making errors slows down the speech production so much that 

it can affect fluency. Another feature that affects fluency is pausing, or rather, the placement 

of pauses (2005: 7). Pauses that support fluency happen at the intersection of clauses, or after 

meaningful units. Pauses that have a negative effect on fluency happen in the middle of related 

groups of word as they interrupt understanding and make the speaker sound hesitant. Thorn-

bury (2005: 7) also adds that a fluent speaker is able to fit more words between pauses than a 

hesitant speaker. In accordance with Hildén and Thornbury, Tiittula (1992: 25) mentions that 

correctness and fluency are not the same in spoken language, while correctness greatly affects 

fluency in written text, in spoken language pausing is more important. A fluent speaker is al-

lowed to make grammatical errors and, respectively, grammatically correct speaker can be in-

articulate in terms of fluency. Speakers are also adept at noticing errors in their own speech 

and constantly repair any errors they identify. To make themselves seem more fluent, the 

speaker uses different production strategies to disguise the errors in speech production.  

The visible nature of errors in spoken language makes it seem chaotic from the written language 

point of view. In written text, the writer only presents the finished product that has no marks 

of the repairs that have been made. In spoken text, the strategies to mask errors are important 

for production, understanding, and interaction (Tiittula 1992: 68). Bygate (1987: 42-47) calls 

these strategies learner strategies of communication. They are used by speakers to help them 

when problems arise in speech production. He includes two main strategies: achievement strat-

egies and reduction strategies. These strategies are then divided further into sub-strategies. 

Achievement strategies are used mainly when a speaker wants to compensate their lack of tar-

get language knowledge by improvising. In the case of not remembering certain vocabulary, 

for example, a speaker can try guessing strategies by trying to create a word by using their first 

language as a resource. This could happen by foreignizing a word from their first language and 

pronouncing it by the target language standards. They can try to borrow a first language word 

or just literally translate it in the hopes that the listener will recognize it. They might also at-

tempt to come up with a whole new word, for example layer house to mean apartment building. 

Another achievement strategy is paraphrasing. The speaker can try to come up with another 

way of saying what they want to express. They can use an alternative expression, a synonym, 

or a more general word. If these strategies do not help, they can opt for co-operative strategies 

and enlist their listener’s help by asking for help or a translation by gesturing and pointing. 

Reduction strategies, on the other hand, are used when the speaker just wants to avoid making 
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errors altogether. The speaker can avoid complex structures by using alternative options but as 

Bygate (1987: 47) points out, they will probably end up altering their meaning. They can also 

just leave the message incomplete and start over or fall silent. Thornbury (2005: 30) would add 

a discourse strategy in which the speaker borrows parts of the previous speaker’s expression to 

save time for their own speech production and also to seem more fluent. Brown and Yule (1987: 

9) discuss repetitions further, by repeating what the previous speaker has just said, the current 

speaker indicate that they are still on the same topic and understood the previous message. 

They can also repeat their own utterances to fill up the time to come up with their intended 

message. Thornbury (2005: 30) remarks that relying too much on strategies can have a negative 

effect on the linguistic development. Even if communication strategies are useful in problem-

atic situations, learners of foreign language should still focus on the development of their lin-

guistic skills so that they can eventually survive communicative situations without using com-

munication strategies too much. However, communication strategies are still seen as an essen-

tial and natural part of spoken language (Bachman 1990).   

Spoken language is expressed through multiple channels, not only verbally (Tiittula 1992: 38). 

Speakers use non-verbal communication to support, extend, and replace their expressions. Ar-

gyle (1975) divides non-verbal communication into eight features: facial expression, gaze, ges-

tures and bodily movements, posture, bodily contact, spatial behaviour, appearance that in-

cludes clothes and physique, and non-verbal vocalizations. For example, facial expressions 

such as smiling, or expression of shock can be used as feedback to the speaker, and appearance 

such as clothes can be used to indicate a status or being a part of a certain group. Argyle (1975: 

50) adds that non-verbal communication can signal a different message than what they are 

saying out loud. This may cause confusion as the listener does not know which channel to 

believe. There are also always two parties who interpret the non-verbal signal. According to 

Argyle (1975: 56), the signal means something to the speaker, but it can mean something else 

to the listener. Tiittula (1992: 45) comments that this is quite typical in international context. 

Non-verbal communication can differ culturally and may cause misunderstandings if the inter-

locutors are from different cultures and not aware what is appropriate in the other participant’s 

culture, for example greetings and the physical distance between interlocutors differ from cul-

ture to culture.  

People judge others depending on how they use spoken language. People always wish to be 

seen as intelligent and competent (Bygate 1987: 41). However, speaking in a different language 
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with people from different culture can influence what others think of the speaker. The speaker’s 

skills in spoken language can determine if their wish comes true or not. According to Luoma 

(2011: 9-10), people are unconsciously making judgements of others based on their voice, they 

also usually strive to express some type of image of themselves to others by their way of speak-

ing. People can talk in a way that is typically used in a certain social group to show that they 

want to be identified as part of that group. For instance, in a culture where an emphasis is given 

to differences of social classes, someone from a working-class background might imitate the 

speech of a higher social class member to be seen as part of that higher class. Other features 

that can be identified from voice is the gender, age, personality, and where they come from. 

Halonen (2017: 77) states that accent is one of the most distinguishable traits in the voice that 

people use to judge others, especially if one is a native speaker or not. She (2017: 77) explains 

that usually a strong foreign accent is seen as a negative trait (in some cases also positive) and 

people who speak with a strong accent are seen as unpleasant. Especially when making judge-

ments on a speaker’s social class or education, people with strong accent are unconsciously 

judged to be less educated and originating from a lower social class (Halonen 2017: 79). In 

foreign language teaching, Halonen (2017: 79) suggests, students should be made aware of the 

diversity of voices and emphasize that everyone has an accent when they talk. She explains 

that tolerance of other accents starts from within; when a student realizes that they also have 

peculiarities in their voice, they might not be as eager to judge others. She (2017: 82) adds that 

prosody influences fluency and understandability more than accent as listeners tend to tolerate 

accented speech more if it is fluent in other ways. Halonen (2017: 76) states that people who 

are native to the target language also have different ways to speak, such as different dialects. 

Brown and Yule (1987: 7-8) take into consideration the differences in the spoken language of 

adults and adolescents. They believe that it would be quite odd to have young foreign language 

users who speak in a typically adult language. Young people speak with less formality than 

adults as they have not been in situations where the language should follow certain formal 

structures, such as an interview or business meetings. It would be quite unreasonable to have 

young foreign language students learn such forms that even native young people do not use 

(Brown and Yule 1987: 8), as young learners of foreign language will probably rather identify 

with the other young speakers of the language than with the old speakers (Lintunen and Dufva 

2017: 56). Brown and Yule (1987: 21) also bring up the point that foreign language speakers 

often use spoken language that is too perfect. When a speaker focuses too much on the structure 

of the language, the language might resemble the grammar of written language, which from a 
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spoken language point of view is inappropriate because, as already explained in this section, 

oral language is full of incomplete sentences and repairs that make perfect sense in spoken 

language. When speaking with written language grammar, the speaker will be seen as if speak-

ing to an audience and they will be judged as unfriendly. 

To sum up these features of oral skills, Nunan (1989: 32) provides a list of features that make 

the base of oral communication. A foreign language learner needs to have skills in: 

- comprehensible pronunciation 

- prosody 

- fluency 

- different genres and functions 

- turn-taking 

- management of interaction 

- negotiating meaning 

- conversational listening and giving feedback 

- knowing about and negotiating purposes for conversations 

- using appropriate conversational formulae and fillers 

I would add non-verbal communication and awareness of cultural differences to this list. Non-

verbal communication is added because it is always present in face-to-face communication. In 

the case of cultural differences, awareness of them is needed in intercultural communication 

where the interlocutors come from different cultures and their social norms differ from each 

other. 

The features of oral skills have now been presented and discussed. Next, the features of spoken 

language are transferred into the context of language teaching and assessment. There will be 

discussion of how the features are displayed in language teaching and how they are taken into 

account in language assessment. 

2.3.3 Teaching and assessing oral skills 

Excessive focus on written language and its norms in language education can be quite harmful 

for the development of oral skills, because as I have explained in the previous section, oral 

language and written language differ quite a bit and teaching spoken language according to 

written language norms is not applicable in teaching the features specific to oral language. 

Additionally, oral language even differs in itself due to a variety of spoken language genres. 

When using written language to teach oral skills, the product will be assessed by written 
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language norms. Tiittula (1992: 9) explains that even the dialogues in language textbooks are 

written and created according to written language standards, the dialogues are only then spoken 

aloud. If the teaching happens through written language, most of the characteristics of spoken 

language are not taken into account and not practiced as they may be seen as errors or mistakes 

(Tiittula 1992: 3). It is often assumed that students will learn spoken language skills by listening 

in class and in their free time due to the language immersion opportunities of the Internet and 

television, especially with English. However, Tergujeff and Kautonen (2017: 17) remind that 

this assumption is not accurate. Learners do not automatically search opportunities to use the 

target language as they might not even be aware of the possible opportunities. Therefore, they 

should be continuously encouraged to search for these opportunities. 

In the recent decades, communicative proficiency has been an increasingly important term in 

foreign language teaching. Language teaching is aiming for the students to be able to use lan-

guage effectively and appropriately in different situations. (Tiittula 1992: 9). Globalization and 

international mobility, according to Takala (1993: 30), has raised demands for users of foreign 

languages that have high speech communication skills. Ylirenko (1991: 25-26) explains that 

most Finnish civil servants, while being proficient in the foreign language, are afraid to speak 

it as they want to avoid making mistakes. The planned oral language test in the Finnish Ma-

triculation exams has also increased the need for systematic oral language teaching. When the 

focus of the Matriculation Exams has only been on written language, teaching of spoken lan-

guage was neglected on behalf of the written skills (Ylirenko 1991). According to Tergujeff 

and Kautonen (2017: 16), the planned oral language test will most likely raise oral skills on the 

same level as the other linguistic skills. At least, the NCCs are moving to that direction. 

Teachers have a hard task of finding ways to teach the features of oral skills in the classroom. 

As Brown and Yule (1987: 21) point out, it would be quite counterproductive to teach students 

how to create incomplete sentences. Tergujeff et al. (2017: 99) state that spoken language is 

learned simply by interacting with spoken language. They comment that the teacher should 

always be aware of what is the point of the spoken activity they expect the students to complete. 

In most cases, the spoken language activity is just a vocabulary or grammar exercise that is 

completed out loud rather than truly an activity to practice oral skills. To practice oral skills, 

the task should have the purpose to practice oral skills, such as turn-taking, using fillers to 

appear fluent, or giving feedback appropriately. Nunan (1989: 40-41) has also contemplated 

the purpose of communicative tasks. He makes a distinction between tasks that practice real-
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world needs and tasks which have a pedagogic purpose. Real-world rationale is of course self-

explanatory as the tasks can be justified by the need to practice target language skills that will 

be needed outside the classroom. On the other hand, tasks that have a pedagogic purpose might 

not be needed outside the classroom but will develop skills that are needed in language acqui-

sition. For example, using tongue-twisters to practice the pronunciation of individual sounds. 

However, usually tasks are not distinctly divided into real-world or pedagogic tasks, most have 

features of both (Nunan 1989: 41). 

Learners use their teacher as the model on how to speak the target language (Lintunen and 

Dufva 2017: 48). The teacher should be aware of how they use the language to give the students 

an appropriate model on how to pronounce, use prosody, and produce spoken language. The 

teacher is also the one who decides if the learner is able to use the oral skills properly and what 

aspects they need to develop to have sufficient knowledge of the target language. For a long 

time, there has been a consensus that corrective feedback should be avoided when the learners 

are practicing the spoken language (for example Brown and Yule 1987: 37). The request for 

help and correction should come from the learner when they ask how to say something in the 

target language. The teacher can, and should, provide a list of essential words that can help 

with the completion of the communicative task. Ellis (2009: 14, see also Lyster et. al 2012), 

however, in a more modern view, argues that corrective feedback can be effective and benefi-

cial to learning if it is done correctly. He agrees with Brown and Yule (1987) that the students’ 

anxieties about feedback should be taken into consideration if the teacher notices that the stu-

dents do not take corrective feedback well. Feedback should, after all, further learning, not 

increase anxiety. 

Salo-Lee (1991: 32) argues that practicing speaking without fear of mistakes or corrections is 

especially important for Finnish students of foreign languages. She believes that developing 

communicative fluency is more beneficial for communication than the accuracy of the lan-

guage. She explains that, even when using their first language, Finnish people tend to get nerv-

ous when they need to perform alone, they also interpret a simple communication context as a 

performance. She (1991: 65) adds that even the students blame their fear of speaking in the 

foreign language is the lack of practice. They also think that the focus on grammar,   

Nunan (1991: 51) states that spoken language tasks are more productive when the students 

work in pairs or small groups. They use language with more functions than when the teaching 

teacher-oriented where the teacher asks questions, and the students answer. In group activities 
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the learners need to practice their conversational skills to complete the task. Nunan (1991: 50) 

also adds that learning is most productive when the learners are exposed to language that is just 

above their skill level. To make this exposition possible, Brown and Yule (1987: 32) propose 

to take advantage of different skill levels. They suggest using learners who have studied the 

target language longer to help conversing with the beginner level student. The more advanced 

learner would be able to practice their skills in holding the conversation and being the more 

dominant interlocutor. The beginner level student would have a chance at practicing their more 

undeveloped oral skills with an interlocutor who is able to hold the conversation even if they 

get shorter and simpler answers.  

There are ways of making the learning situation more comfortable for the learner and, thus, 

make them more receptive to new skills. Brown and Yule (1987: 34) bring up the notion of 

communicative stress. There are contexts that are more stressful and others where the student 

is more comfortable to express themselves. For example, when the environment and the inter-

locutors are familiar to the speaker, when the speaker feels that they have more knowledge of 

the topic than their interlocutor, and if the communicative task and topic are familiar and they 

have the necessary vocabulary, are all attributes that create a positive learning event for the 

foreign language learner.  

It might be assumed that as learners are already proficient conversationalists in their mother 

tongue, they would be able to apply their oral skills in the target language. However, Tiittula 

(1992: 132), comments that students might not even be aware of their first language resources 

as they might not realize the connection between the target language and their first language. 

Salo-Lee (1991: 18) adds that learners should be made aware of their existing speech commu-

nication skills.  

Feedback is a crucial part of a learner’s development. A learner needs to know what their prob-

lematic areas in the acquisition of the target language are so that they can practice more to 

develop them. Tergujeff et al. (2017: 100) argue that encouraging and supporting feedback is 

more beneficial than excessive critical feedback. Giving critical feedback in front of the class 

has a chance of embarrassing the learner and, eventually, discourage the learner. A teacher 

should rather highlight the parts of the learner’s knowledge that they already can do and where 

they have progressed. The difficulties can then be presented in a way that make them seem 

attainable. 
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Ullakonoja and Dufva (2017: 39) recommend that a teacher should get to know the students to 

understand what kind of problems they might have in learning oral skills, for example, stu-

dents’ first language can affect how they learn to pronounce the target language. Students are 

also diverse; they learn differently and can benefit from different teaching methods. Knowledge 

of the students is also beneficial when designing a test. Nunan (1991: 47) implies that when 

testing conversational skills, the interlocutors should have approximately same level skills so 

that the other interlocutor would not be a hindrance to the other. Conversation is always a 

reciprocal situation where all interlocutors work in collaboration to achieve the communicative 

goal. If the teacher is well aware of their student’s skills, they will be able to choose well-

matched pairs for the test. 

2.3.3.1 Assessment of oral skills 

Especially in recent years, the assessment of spoken language has been increasingly discussed 

and contemplated as the importance of spoken language and oral communication has gained 

ground in foreign language curriculum. There are even plans to incorporate a spoken language 

test to the foreign language Matriculation Exams. Speaking is such a complex phenomenon 

that assessing it is challenging. Huhta (1993: 143) notes that reliability of spoken language 

evaluation is not as challenging as has previously been thought, it all depends on the quality of 

teacher training. According to Huhta (1993: 143), all of the most popular English language 

tests include spoken language evaluation. Focusing on grammaticality would do injustice to 

the nature of spoken language but, on the other hand, accuracy should be judged somehow 

(Luoma 2011: 1). Additionally, the construction of the spoken language criterion can seem to 

be vague. The notion of native-like or perfect oral skills is now seen as an unnecessary goal, 

and the assessment of oral skills focus more on the sufficient completion of the communicative 

task and that the learner is able to get their meaning across (Ullakonoja and Dufva 2017: 23). 

Sufficient completion and getting meaning across, however, can mean different thing to differ-

ent teachers. 

To ensure reliability in a spoken language test, Ahola (2017: 161) suggests using qualified and 

respected criteria, such as the scales of description based on the CEFR. The CEFR, as expressed 

in the section 2.1.2, recommends focusing on what the learner can do rather than criticism. 

Ahola (2017: 162) presents an extensive list of different criteria that are usually used to assess 
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oral skills, including fluency, pronunciation, interaction, appropriateness etc. The teacher can 

decide to what extend they stress these features. Takala (1993: 30) notes that if spoken language 

is to be assessed, especially in such a high-stake situation as the matriculation exam, the criteria 

need to be refined carefully. He also mentions that the arrangement of the assessing occasion 

should be negotiated as not to cause too many inconveniences. 

According to Ahola (2017: 156-157), due to the spoken language test requiring spontaneous 

responses from the learners, they need to have skills in both routines and improvisation. Rou-

tines, as explained above, are memorized phrases that save time in producing a language. A 

learner can use these phrases during the test to have more time to produce more improvised 

speech. Improvisation is natural to communication and a test is for the most part spontaneous. 

Ahola (2017: 157) reminds that speech in a spoken language test, and in general communica-

tion, does not need to be perfectly grammatically structured.  

Correctness in spoken language is quite controversial. Salo-Lee (1991: 14) states that usually 

teachers are fundamentally expected to correct mistakes that the learners make. Brown and 

Yule (1987: 21) state that it is not easy to decide what standard to use for assessing spoken 

language as there is so much variation to standards and norms. Lintunen and Dufva (2017: 46) 

suggest that the chosen variation model should be the one that is spoken most widely but also 

politically neutral so that the learner does not unintentionally convey impressions they do not 

want. Usually, the chosen model is the one that the news anchors use in the target language. 

Language variation is also affected by individual performances of speakers as they have their 

own way of using the language. Although linguists have been able to distinguish some charac-

teristics of spoken language (see section 2.3.1), people also have their own way of speaking 

that are the sum of their environment. Tiittula (1993: 66) describes that variation occurs due 

to, for example, the place in the case of dialects, age, sex, social class, and context. In addition, 

as Brown and Yule (1987: 21) describe, spoken language is full of errors because of the spon-

taneous nature of spoken language. If assessed by the written language standards, no one would 

get high marks from correctness. However, in spoken language, most of the slips and errors are 

important for the production of meaning and coherence (Tiittula 1992: 3).  

Linguistic knowledge is not enough to be able to orally communicate. Learners of foreign lan-

guage should also be assessed on appropriateness. Ahola (2017: 157) comments that in a testing 

situation, the context should always be explained to the students. Otherwise, it would be quite 

difficult for the student to express their message appropriately if they are not aware of the 
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intended situation. The intended context in the task, according to Ahola (2017: 157), should be 

familiar to the learner so that they can benefit from their previous experiences and knowledge. 

She (2017: 164) adds that appropriateness should be assessed so that the student would become 

aware of how important conducting themselves appropriately is when communicating with 

other people as inappropriateness would lead to unintentional misunderstandings.  

In assessment tasks, the requirements are usually for the learner to get their meaning across 

appropriately and to complete the communicative task sufficiently. They are not required to 

use certain structures or beforehand given vocabulary; however, the student needs to make sure 

that the language they use is appropriate for the communicative task. (Brown and Yule 1987: 

109) Moreover, Huhta (1993: 191) reminds that there is always a chance that the evaluation is 

not completely valid. For example, an accent might not be an official criterion of the assess-

ment, but the interviewer might still count it as part of the oral skills. So, if a learner has a very 

thick accent, the interviewer might assess them more harshly even if it would not hinder un-

derstandability or fluency. The evaluation also reflects the teacher’s subjective opinions on 

such things as fluency or appropriateness. The reliability could then be questioned, but, as 

Brown and Yule (1987: 104) point out, the teacher is probably only the one who can make 

judgements on such features of spoken language as they are familiar with the learner’s compe-

tences and skill level. Even if spoken language is usually evaluated on its grammatical correct-

ness and extent of vocabulary, the assessment is partly subjective as the score is commonly 

presented with a quite vague verbal definition such as can express themselves quite fluently 

and without hesitation (Brown and Yule 1987: 102).  

Takala (1993: 31) emphasizes the importance of self-evaluation. He believes that self-evalua-

tion skills advance the general development of the learner’s linguistic skills. Their self-evalu-

ation can be included in the overall score of the spoken language test. Kuronen (2017: 72) 

agrees with Takala that self-evaluation improves learners’ awareness and development of their 

own skills. He emphasizes that teacher’s feedback combined with the learner’s self-evaluation 

is beneficial for oral skill development. Ahola (2017: 164-165) adds that self-evaluation helps 

the learner understand the assessment criteria and use them to actively develop their skills. The 

teacher may also get a new perspective on the student’s skills.  

The spoken language test event is time consuming and takes a lot of resources. Tergujeff and 

Kautonen (2017: 12) comment that the setup of spoken language test takes time as the teacher 

cannot listen to all of the students at the same time. They explain that written language tests 
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are easier to organize and evaluate. In general, spoken language tests are usually arranged for 

assessing one student at a time or in pairs. At most, the test could have a small group of students 

communicating together, but it should be noted that the more students there are in the test 

situation, the more difficult it is for the teacher to reliably divide their attention to all of the test 

takers. Takala (1993: 32) suggests recording the testing occasion. It would give the teacher a 

chance to evaluate the communication situation more reliably. Even if the teacher would take 

notes of the test, they would still need to rely mainly on their memory, and there would still be 

a chance of the teacher missing something. Ahola (2017: 159) comments that as recording of 

the test would happen in a studio or with a computer, the test situation might feel unnatural to 

the student. This could affect the test outcome as the student might feel stressed and uncom-

fortable due to the presence of the recording device. Nevertheless, recording the test is a great 

way to ensure reliability of the test and using a studio where the test material is the same for 

every student gives the students a common basis to showcase their skills, whereas, in a casual 

conversation task might not be possible.  

A spoken language test for second and foreign language matriculation exams has been under 

planning for years. The Ministry of Education and Culture proposed in 2017 that an oral part 

should become part of the matriculation exams (The Ministry of Education and Culture 2017: 

51). In 2006 it was decided that it was not possible to arrange spoken language test yet. How-

ever, since then one of the optional courses of A1 and B1 languages was changed into an oral 

language course so that spoken language could be tested. A spoken language test would require 

pilot testing of the task types, testing situation and test assessment, and also updating the 

teacher training in Finland, At the earliest, according to the Ministry of Education and Culture 

(2017: 53), the spoken language test would be part of the matriculation exams in 2022, first in 

the second languages, Swedish and Finnish. Tergujeff et al. (2017: 98) implore that now is the 

time that spoken language should be taught and assessed systematically from the first lesson in 

elementary school to the last.  

2.3.3.2 Problematic areas of oral skills for foreign language learners 

Finnish students of foreign languages have some problems in developing their oral skills due 

to the cultural and linguistic differences of the characteristics of spoken language (Tiittula 

1992: 131-143). Tiittula categorizes four main problematic areas for Finnish learners: dialogue, 
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interpretation strategies, fluency, and cultural differences. From the point of view of foreign 

people, Finnish conversation is sometimes stereotypically described as quite monologic, full 

of long turns and long pauses and lacking in feedback and interruptions. Tiittula (1992: 131), 

however, comments that this seems to be the case when Finns are speaking in foreign language. 

Conversation in the mother tongue has a lot of variety. In international contexts, typically, 

Finnish speakers tend to be more passive and do not take the lead (Kovalainen and Keisala 

2012). Tiittula (1992: 131) explains that this passivity could derive from how languages are 

taught in Finland. The dominance of written language norms in textbooks steers students to 

focus on producing grammatically and structurally perfect sentences and, therefore, using the 

limited production time only to the structure, not to the interactive features. Even the circum-

stances of the learning situation can generate passiveness. The teacher is the dominant partici-

pant who asks questions and chooses the topic and manages the interaction by giving out speak-

ing turns. The students are not given possibilities to practice the interactive part of oral skills. 

The students may not be able to activate their knowledge of interaction from their first language 

and link it to the foreign language because they have only used the foreign language in the 

context of the classroom. (Tiittula 1992: 132). Interactivity is quite hard to illustrate in written 

form, so it is quite understandable that textbook dialogues are not able to provide appropriate 

models for interaction. For example, the constant feedback given by the listener and the nego-

tiation of meaning would make the text dialogue ‘messy’. (Tiittula 1992: 133)  

The second problematic area is interpretation, and the strategies learners use to decode mes-

sages. The interlocutors constantly negotiate meaning. The listener gives feedback to the 

speaker to indicate that they have understood the message, either by asking further questions 

or otherwise signaling that they have understood. The speaker then signals if they accept this 

interpretation. In the case of misunderstanding, the speaker can give more information to cor-

rect the confusion. (Tiittula 1992: 133). In intercultural contexts, the interlocutors cannot as-

sume that they have mutual understanding of the context. They need to be more explicit and 

clear in asking for further information. In textbook dialogues the interlocutors always under-

stand the message perfectly, they might ask one or two additional questions but generally the 

dialogue in reality is not as simple. (Tiittula 1992: 134). Tiittula (1992: 135-136) gives exam-

ples of what kind of problems with understanding can happen: an acoustic problem where the 

listener does not hear what was said, a semantic problem means that the listener does not un-

derstand what something means, and contradiction of expectation happens when the listener 
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hears something unexpected. In these cases, the speaker can, respectively, repeat what they 

said, paraphrase it, or give more information that will level the knowledge gap. 

Problems relating to fluency usually come from the limited production time as a learner of 

foreign language needs more time to formulate utterances than a native speaker, also the inter-

pretation takes more time (Tiittula 1992: 137). Part of fluency, as already explained above, is 

automaticity. By recreating a set of frequently used phrases for different discourse to appear 

more fluent. These phrases are, however, as Tiittula (1992: 138) explains, culturally specific 

and their use might have different connotations depending on the culture. Another feature of 

fluency is pausing. Tiittula (1992: 138) suggest that a learner can appear more fluent by learn-

ing how to fill pauses by either learning pragmatic particles or just slowing down the entire 

speed of their speech and thus avoid having longer pauses. 

The last problematic area concerns cultural differences. Different cultures can have interac-

tional customs that other cultures might interpret differently. This can create misunderstandings 

if interlocutors are not aware of these differences. (Tiittula 1992: 139). For example, conven-

tions in how politeness is expressed differ from culture to culture. Someone might be judged 

to be ill-mannered if they do not express politeness as abundantly as they are used to, even if 

they are being perfectly polite according to their own cultural norms. Tiittula (1992: 141-142) 

explains that grammatical errors are usually more acceptable than sociocultural or pragmatic 

errors. She explains that a native speaker expects a foreigner to have less linguistic knowledge, 

but pragmatic errors will have a negative effect on their perceived personality. Others might 

think that they are rude or timid as they will judge the person according to the norms they are 

used to. Tiittula (1992: 143) concludes that the more linguistically correct a language user is, 

the more socially appropriate they are expected to be. On the other hand, learners are not ex-

pected to be knowledgeable about everything that might differ culturally, but they should be 

aware that there are culturally specific conventions which might affect how they perceive oth-

ers and how others perceive them. Positive attitude and an eagerness to communicate are at the 

core of oral communication and success. (Tiittula 1992: 143). 

The features of oral skills have now been discussed. I have also considered how oral skills are 

taught and assessed in language education. Next I will describe how textbooks are used in the 

classroom and teaching languages. I will also present and describe the three main activity types 

that can be found in language textbooks. 
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2.4 Textbooks 

Much of foreign language teaching relies on textbooks. According to Luukka et. al (2008: 94), 

approximately 98 percent of language teachers named textbooks as their main teaching mate-

rial, so they influence what exactly happens in the classroom greatly. Pitkänen-Huhta (2003: 

259) also observed that textbooks are used very extensively in foreign language class and that 

the linguistic models presented in the textbook were treated as the only right answer. So, text-

books are very highly respected as an authority on how to use a language. This has not always 

been the case. Karjala (2003: 51) points out that in the old times, textbooks were not used to 

learn languages, and people learned languages just as well. Therefore, textbooks are not as 

crucial to learning as usually thought. Even if publishers attentively follow the decisions con-

cerning new NCCs, there can still be some questionable content and linguistic deficiencies. 

Therefore, teachers should not blindly trust that new textbooks are adequate but familiarize 

themselves with the textbook before deciding if it is suitable.    

Lähdesmäki (2004: 271-272) describes how language textbooks are usually structured. Much 

of the textbook focuses on the target language itself; how it is structured, vocabulary, and how 

it is used in communication. This is of course natural as the textbook is used to teach the target 

language and the learners need to have knowledge of how to use the language. On the other 

hand, language is used to communicate about something. In language textbooks, the chapters 

usually represent some theme that is then taught using the target language, for instance, the 

themes in modern textbooks consist of current social topics such as environment, wellbeing, 

and multiculturality. The themes are part of the general upper secondary school values pre-

sented in the NCC for general upper secondary school (NCC 2015: 13). Alanen (2000: 192) 

adds that the themes are usually chosen by their relevance to the students’ lives.  

Textbook dialogues can be far from the reality of what actually happens in communicative 

situations. As explained in the previous section, communicative situations are presented more 

neatly in written form than in face-to-face conversations to make them more accessible in pa-

per. Tiittula (1992: 9) emphasizes that written language should not be used as a model for 

spoken language. Many features of spoken language are left out so that the text does not appear 

chaotic, or they are simply impossible to present in written form. (Tiittula 1992: 15). Tiittula 

(1992: 15) criticizes textbook dialogues for their unnatural way of describing communicative 

situations as they are first written and only afterwards read out loud. Simplified conversations 
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in textbooks usually lack the reciprocal aspects of spoken language, such as giving feedback 

and the negotiation of meaning (Tiittula 1992: 133). Karjala (2003: 58) points out that in the 

textbook dialogues the speaker never makes structural mistakes or repairs. The interlocutors in 

textbook dialogues always understand immediately what the speaker is saying, at most, the 

listener asks for confirmation but then instantaneously understands the explanation. He states 

that language textbooks should contain more models for understanding strategies as in reality, 

there will come situations where the learners will need more examples of negotiation of mean-

ing than the few basic phrases provided in textbooks. Karjala (2003: 56) notes that textbooks 

try to be as authentic as possible but there are some concessions as textbooks do not, for exam-

ple, present improper and vulgar language that is certainly part of spoken language use outside 

the classroom. Alanen (2000: 192) found that textbooks use quite a bit of informal language, 

slang and vernacular style. Slang is constantly changing and might be associated with only a 

certain group of people. The learners might sound out of place and cause confusion when they 

use these learned vernacular expressions. In addition, when used interchangeably with formal 

style in textbooks, the learners might mistake the vernacular expressions as suitable for all 

genres. (Alanen 2000: 193).  

Lintunen and Dufva (2017: 47) state that models for the spoken language presented in the text-

books are chosen by the publishers. Textbooks should represent different varieties of the target 

language so that the learners could get practice on decoding these different variations. For ex-

ample, in the case of English, there are many linguistic variations that the learners will encoun-

ter in international communicative situations. If they are familiar with only one model, they 

might have difficulties in interpreting messages as they might not recognize certain words. 

There is also always a risk that learners will start to think that the language model in the text-

book is the only appropriate one (Luukka et. al 2008: 64). When textbooks give examples of 

variation, the learners can see that there are many ways that one can get their message across 

and can more freely give their own varied answers. Nevertheless, as Hannus (1996: 13-14, 

cited in Karjala 2003: 60) states, when making a textbook, the publisher needs to make a lot of 

compromises. It is difficult to create a textbook that would consider all pedagogical methods, 

curricula, students, teachers, and the geographical location. There would always be someone 

who is not satisfied with the textbook. The publishers make their own informed decisions on 

what to include and leave out from it.  
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Since the survey by Luukka et al. was published in 2008, the use of different learning materials 

has changed quite significantly (Tergujeff 2017: 86). Luukka et. al (2008: 94) reported that the 

main teaching material used in language class were textbooks, CDs, and sheets. Digital mate-

rials, internet sites, and videos were sometimes or hardly ever used. However, today digitali-

zation has increased the use of digital learning materials and the publishers now offer digital 

learning materials quite extensively on the newer foreign language textbooks. In addition, ac-

tion-based and phenomenon-based teaching have decreased the use of physical textbooks (Ter-

gujeff 2017: 86). Students also increasingly have their own electronic devices at school and in 

most schools, the school itself provides students with tablets or laptops. These electronic de-

vices are used to search the internet for knowledge and to carry out different tasks.  

Even though textbooks have been appointed as one of the most used teaching materials, they 

sometimes irritate and frustrate their users (Lähdesmäki 2004: 271). As textbooks always rep-

resent the values and attitudes of their makers, and can, thus, influence students with these 

values, they need to be studied more so that teachers can become aware of what these values 

are and if they are suitable for their students. Usually, as Lähdesmäki (2004: 272) states, text-

books try to generate positive attitudes towards the target language and its culture. According 

to Tergujeff (2017: 86) textbooks by Finnish publishers are principally high quality. She reports 

that language textbooks have a lot of material with contemporary and relevant recordings, tests, 

and digital materials. She, however, points out that even if textbooks were very high quality, 

following them too much would still restrain teachers and make them passive.  

Lähdesmäki (2004: 274) reports that there have not been made any extensive studies on text-

books but, on the other hand, unpublished master level theses on textbooks have been made 

copiously, so the studies do not reach the general public. Kauppinen (2006: 210) hypothesizes 

that extensive studies have not been made because of the general belief that as they have al-

ready been chosen as the course book, they are ready to be used and there is nothing to criticize. 

Another reason could be that textbooks are seen as such a fundamental part of schooling insti-

tution that it is not proper to criticize them. Nevertheless, Kauppinen (2006: 209) also reports 

that teachers assess textbooks mainly orally and if a publisher ask for comments on their up-

coming textbooks. She (2006: 204) further explains that textbooks receive a lot of feedback in 

their production stage as textbooks are developed by an expert group of researchers and teach-

ers. Kauppinen (2006: 205-206) lists main problems in textbooks in general: content, “hidden” 

text or questionable values, structure of the text, style, learning process, and typography. Of 
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these, she mentions that especially style is a problem in language textbooks. Language text-

books usually present informal and formal style interchangeably, and there is a lack of models 

for natural conversation, which Tiittula (1992) brings up also. Kauppinen (2006: 209) con-

cludes that textbooks, despite their high quality, are not perfect and they should be developed 

more.  

Lähdesmäki (2004: 273) brings up the teaching material business. In language textbooks, es-

pecially English, the competition is hard. In Finland, publishers must produce their textbooks 

carefully so that they will keep up with the quality and competition in the markets. Tergujeff 

(2017: 86) adds that as English is the most studied language in Finland, most textbook publish-

ers invest more on the production of English textbooks than on the other languages. English 

teachers can pick and choose from a wide selection of textbooks, while teachers of optional 

languages need to choose from just a couple of options. In the end, however, despite the com-

petition, the teacher has the power to choose which textbook series will be the most suitable 

for their needs, and the teachers are quite the experts of their field (Kauppinen 2006: 205).  

Even though Luukka et. al (2008, 64-65) state that textbooks influence a lot of what is taught, 

they remind that one cannot make too accurate conclusions of what happens in the classroom 

from a textbook alone as textbooks are used differently by teachers. According to Pitkänen-

Huhta (2003: 260), the teacher is actually the one with the power to dictate what is taught in 

school. The teacher decides how and how much textbooks are used in teaching; the usability 

depends on the teacher’s creativity. Teachers also make use of other materials during lessons 

(Luukka et al. 2000: 65). Luukka et. al (2008) also bring up that, despite the values presented 

in the NCC or textbooks, the teacher’s values and philosophies also have a lot of influence to 

the students, for example, if the teacher does not value the importance of the spoken language 

skills and sees written language as the more useful skill, they probably would not teach oral 

skills even if the textbook would have a great number of oral tasks. Tergujeff (2017) states that 

at the start of their career, young teachers often find themselves depending on textbooks to 

guide what to teach due to their insecurities as a new teacher. On the other hand, depending on 

textbooks can give them more time to carry out their other tasks concerning teaching such as 

planning lessons and grading tests when they do not yet have routines for them. Kauppinen 

(2006: 209) adds that many schools do not have the financial resources to pay for teachers’ in-

service training and the teachers often rely on textbooks to further their education.  
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2.4.1 Oral activities in textbooks 

There are different kinds of activities in textbooks that are used to practice language use. The 

term activity can be used as a collective name for any work in a classroom that includes lan-

guage use. Generally, three main activity types are recognized: drills, tasks, and exercises. 

Drills have a distinct definition that is recognized in language teaching. The other two activity 

types, tasks and exercises, however, do not have explicit and generally accepted definitions 

(Ellis 2003: 3). They are used flexibly and often used to mean the same thing. Nevertheless, 

definitions for these three activity types are presented below to determine how they are gener-

ally used in language practice and how different activities in textbooks can be categorized. 

Drills are part of the more mechanical type of activities. They make use of the audio-lingual 

method where learners mechanically repeat certain structures so that these structures would 

then habitualize in their mind and become automatized structures (Wong and VanPatten 2003: 

404). Learners would first create the form, and only after, the meaning. When the forms and 

structures have been drilled to the head, learners could then express their meaning through 

these forms. Errors were strictly forbidden as if the learner would repeat an error, it would start 

to form into the structure and it would be hard to unlearn it. (Wong and VanPatten 2003: 404). 

As this view is not appropriate in the more modern pedagogical methods, the notion of drilling 

was supplemented with communicative aspects. In eclectic approach to drills, habitualization 

of forms was combined with meaningful language use (Wong and VanPatten 2003: 405).  

Paulston (1976: 4) divides drills into three categories: mechanical drills, meaningful drills, and 

communicative drills. The different types of drills differ mainly in their degree of control and 

how the learner will get the answer (Kivilahti 2012: 24). Mechanical drills are the most con-

trolled activity and there is only one right answer. The purpose of the drill is to memorize the 

structure without fear of error as the right answer is controlled (Paulston 1976: 4). Paulston 

adds that anyone can complete the task successfully even if they could not speak the target 

language. A meaningful drill is similar to the mechanical drill with one alteration; the learners 

will have to comprehend the input semantically and structurally. Meaningful drills are con-

trolled and there is only one right answer. (Paulston 1976: 7). To know whether a drill is me-

chanical or meaningful, Paulston (1976: 6) recommends adding a nonsense word to the drill. 

If the nonsense word does not hinder the completion, it is mechanical. In the case of a mean-

ingful drill, the completion of the activity would not be possible. For example, a meaningful 
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task could be: What is on John’s desk? A book is on John’s desk? Or, Where is Jenny? Jenny 

is on the swing. On the other hand, in a communicative drill, besides having to understand the 

input, the learner is expected to add new information that is not yet known (Paulston 1976: 9). 

So, the learner needs to keep the structure but cannot get the answer without creating it them-

selves as the situation does not give the answer, unlike in mechanical and meaningful drills. To 

illustrate, a communicative drill could be: What are you going to do in the summer? I’m going 

to swim. I’m going to eat ice cream. Communicative drills aim to give the learned grammatical 

structures context and to give the learners an opportunity to express themselves with memo-

rized structures.  

Wong and VanPatten (2003: 406) state that Paulston intends the drills to work from easier to 

the hardest. First, the learners are taught the structures using mechanical drills, then the struc-

tures will be given a meaning with meaningful drills, and lastly, the structures are applied to a 

real word context with communicative drills. Wong and VanPatten (2003: 417) criticize the 

use of drills as they argue that they are unnecessary and might even hinder learning as there 

are other pedagogical methods that have better results in language acquisition. They believe 

that structures can be learned using other methods that are also beneficial to communicative 

proficiency. However, despite the criticism, drills are still quite popular activities in learning 

grammatical structures. 

A task is “a piece of work undertaken for oneself or for others, freely or for some reward” 

(Long 1985, cited in Ellis 2003: 4). For example, driving a car or dressing up are tasks. How-

ever, as this thesis is interested in spoken language activities, I will concentrate on definition 

of a task from a pedagogical perspective and how it is defined in the language classroom. 

Nunan (1989: 10) defines task with a communicative approach: “a piece of classroom work 

which involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting in the target 

language while their attention is principally focused on meaning rather than form”. He empha-

sizes that the purpose of the task is communication as the learners will express themselves with 

the language while applying their knowledge of the language. A bit more recent definition 

comes from Bygate, Skehan, and Swain (2001, cited in Ellis 2003: 5) which also emphasizes 

the meaning rather than structure: “a task is an activity which requires learners to use language, 

with emphasis on meaning, to attain an objective”. 

Ellis (2003: 3) describes tasks and exercises by contrasting them together as they are generally 

seen as synonymous but, according to him, their purposes, or rather how they execute the 
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purpose, differ so much that they can be described as separate activities. Tasks and exercises 

are differentiated by their focus on meaning and form. Tasks give students a chance to express 

their thoughts using the language without the need to be accurate while exercises focus more 

on the structure. In an exercise, the content is not in the main role, it is more important to be 

accurate in using the grammatical structure. Another view of meaning versus form is the role 

of the participants (Ellis 2003: 3). In tasks, the participant’s role is language user. They will 

communicate with the language as they would in real-world. In this situation learning manifests 

as a byproduct, or in other words, learning is not the main goal, but it is always a benefit. In 

the case of an exercise, the participant’s role is language learner, the language is used with a 

purpose to learn. (Ellis 2003: 3). There is a chance that a task becomes an exercise (Ellis 2003: 

5). Even if the activity is supposed to activate meaningful language production, the learners 

might actually just complete the activity by different means than expressing their own thoughts 

using the language. For example, in a spot-the-difference task, the learners are expected to 

describe the differences and they end up just pointing at the picture and saying here, or this, or 

just ending up pointing the difference with their finger. To draw from Ellis’ (2003: 8) comment 

on task assessment, the assessment of an activity depends in if it generates the kind of language 

it is supposed to. In a task, it should be meaningful, in an exercise, consequently, it should 

promote learning of structures. 

The key concepts of the present thesis have now been described and discussed. I will now 

present research that has been previously done on textbooks and oral skills. In addition, I will 

give justification on the present thesis.  

2.5 Previous research on textbooks and oral skills 

As already stated in section 2.4, according to Lähdesmäki (2004) and Kauppinen (2006), there 

is a lack of extensive studies on textbooks in Finland. However, textbook analyses are quite 

popular at master level theses. Textbooks continue to be one of the most important teaching 

materials in language teaching even if they have needed to yield with the increase of digital 

materials (Tergujeff 2017: 86). Textbooks are designed following the principles set in the NCC, 

so they are used as a guide of what to teach and how (Karjala 2003: 50, Luukka et. al 2008: 

64). When a textbook makes this kind of a claim, it should be examined if it actually does meet 

the requirements of the NCC.  
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There are many aspects of textbooks that have been studied and analyzed. In master level theses, 

there has been research on teachers’ opinions about English textbooks (Hietala 2015). English 

textbooks have also been analyzed from the point of view of, for example, how the culture of 

English-speaking world is presented (Heininen 2021), how globalization is presented (Tom-

miska 2020), and how grammar (Vornanen 2016) is practiced in textbooks. Kumpumäki (2020) 

also brings attention to heteronormativity in English textbooks. Master level Russian textbook 

analyses focus on aspects such as grammar (verbs Juntunen 2020, adjectives Sormunen 2017 

and gender nouns Savolainen 2013), translation (von Creutlein 2016), speaking etiquette 

(Kärkkäinen 2016), and oral interaction (Koikkalainen 2015). In addition, one of the popular 

topics in language textbooks, in general, is gender roles and how they are presented in language 

textbooks (see for example Jaakkonen 2018, Alatalo 2013 and Laakkonen 2007). 

Previous research on oral skills includes attitudes towards oral skills teaching in Finland (Vaar-

ala 2013 and Ahola-Houtsonen 2013), how pragmatic competences are practiced (Ali-Hokka 

2019), accent variation (Pystynen 2018), politeness (Seppänen-Lammassaari 2016), meaning 

negotiation and compensation strategies (Vepsä 2019). Some of the master’s theses focusing 

on oral skills and communication have been produced in a form of material packages (for ex-

ample Kallio 2016, Konttinen 2012 and Rovasalo 2008). Vaarala (2013) concluded that espe-

cially students hope for more communicative practice of oral skills while teachers generally 

feel that spoken language is quite well presented in English studies. Both the students and 

teachers also agree that the Matriculation Exams should have a section for oral language exam. 

The thesis by Kärkkäinen (2016) focuses on appropriateness, particularly on the Russian speak-

ing etiquette. She explains that speaking etiquette is a very important part of Russian culture. 

She concluded that the language used in the Russian textbook Kafe Piter does not give models 

of situations where more formal language is needed. Typical Russian spoken language was 

described quite well in everyday dialogues, but the language was not very versatile. Pronunci-

ation is one of the more popular research subjects concerning oral skills, for example Jaatinen 

2019, Mikkola 2018, Salenius 2011, and Tergujeff 2013 have analyzed how pronunciation is 

practiced in different language textbooks. 

There are a couple of master level theses that are similar to the present thesis. Gonzales Jalonen 

(2019) analyzed two Spanish textbook series to examine what kind of oral activities the text-

books have and what is the role of oral skills in Spanish studies. She also examined teachers’ 

and students’ views on the topic. In conclusion, she found that teachers are satisfied with the 
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oral activities and that oral activities are quite numerous in the first couple of textbooks in both 

series, but they decrease in number towards the end of the series. Leskinen (2015) analyzed 

German and Swedish textbooks that are designed for A2 languages. She compared how each 

textbook series followed the requirements set in the CEFR and in the National Core Curriculum 

for Basic Education 2014. Even though she concluded that both textbook series met the re-

quirements, the textbook series were on different levels concerning variation in oral activities. 

The Swedish textbook series lacked for example in free production of speech. Hietala (2013) 

conducted a study on oral activities in English textbooks that follow the requirements of the 

previous NCC 2003. She analyzed Open Road and ProFiles textbook series to determine what 

kind of oral activities could be found in the textbooks and what is the focus of spoken language 

in each activity category. She concluded that fluency is emphasized while, for example, com-

municative strategies only appear in a couple of activities in one of the textbook series. The 

textbooks aimed to practice formal and grammatically perfect speech even if it is not appropri-

ate in everyday language use.  

2.5.1 Rationale for this thesis 

To my knowledge, there are no English or Russian textbook analyses that focus on oral activ-

ities in language textbooks that follow the current NCC 2015. Most of the previous research 

on oral skills focuses on a certain feature of oral skills like pronunciation. There are not many 

textbook analyses that examine oral activities as a whole, and certainly not in textbooks that 

are designed for the current NCC. I could be stated that there is clearly a need for this textbook 

analysis which focuses on oral skills and communicative proficiency.  

The CEFR and the current NCC emphasize the importance of interaction and communication 

so the textbooks that claim to follow the current NCC should have the same emphasis. Spoken 

language skills are thought to be especially important at the beginnings of the English and 

Russian studies (NCC 2015: 110, 117). This should be visible in the first textbooks of the series. 

Concerning the new NCC 2019, as the first textbooks of Insights and Ponjatno! textbook series 

have been published, I will be able to analyze them according to the requirements set in the 

NCC.  

Oral activities do not equally practice different oral skills as previous studies (Hietala 2013) on 

oral activities conclude. Some of the activities are only produced orally, but no real oral skills 
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are expected to complete them. Since oral skills are such a complex phenomenon, the activities 

that practice them should be examined on the content and what kind of spoken language skills 

they expect the students to produce to determine whether they even practice oral skills in reality. 

The theoretical framework of this thesis is now complete. At first, I presented what is expected 

of spoken language learning and teaching by the two documents that determine the aims and 

objectives of general upper general school education. I have also presented and discussed the 

key concepts, how textbooks are used in language learning and teaching, and how the three 

activity types are defined. Discussion of previous research revealed that there is a need for 

examining what kind of oral activities can be found in the current English and Russian textbook 

series, and how they meet the requirements of the current NCC. I will next proceed to the 

research design of this thesis. 
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Previous chapter outlined the theoretical background of this thesis. This chapter will introduce 

the methodology of this study. I will begin with presenting and explaining the research ques-

tions of the study. Then, I will proceed to present the data. Lastly, I will discuss the research 

method used in this study. 

3.1 Research questions 

 

As stated before, the present thesis aims to study how oral activities are presented in English 

and Russian textbooks for upper secondary school. There is a need to investigate whether the 

currently used language textbooks meet the requirements concerning oral language since the 

NCC for upper secondary school emphasizes the importance of interaction and spoken lan-

guage has gained ground in the aims of the NCC 2015. The thesis aspires to answer the follow-

ing questions: 

- What kind of oral language skill activities can be found in English and Russian text-

books? 

- Do the textbooks and oral activities coincide with the requirements of the National 

Core Curriculum for General Upper Secondary Schools? 

- Do oral language skill activities differ in English and Russian textbooks? 

The first research question addresses oral skills and oral activities. I am interested to know 

what kind of activities and how many can be found in the textbooks in focus that practice 

features of oral skills and communicative proficiency described in section 2.2. The second re-

search question focuses on the requirements and aims set in the NCC 2015 to language teaching 

and learning, and examines whether the textbooks follow these requirements as the publisher 

claims. The third research question considers the differences in oral activities and their shares 

in the two languages under study. As explained in section 2.1.2.1, English and Russian are 

usually taught at different levels in Finland. English is usually studied as a syllabus A1 lan-

guage, starting in very early in the comprehensive school, while the study of Russian is 

3 RESEARCH DESIGN 
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typically started in the upper secondary school as a syllabus B3 language. It can be assumed 

that English syllabus A1 textbooks in the upper secondary school would have activities that 

need higher skill level to complete than Russian syllabus B3 textbooks. I would also hypothe-

size that they are more communicative and practice oral skills more extensively due to the 

students having generally higher skills in the language. 

Now that the research questions and the aim of this thesis have been presented, I will now 

describe the data and method used to accomplish answering the questions.  

3.2 Data: Insights and Ponjatno! textbook series 

The data of this thesis consists of two textbook series Insights 1-8 and Ponjatno! 1-3, and the 

newer versions of the first textbooks of the series, New Insights 1-2 and Ponjatno! 1-3 (Mod-

ules 1-3). These two textbook series were chosen because they are currently widely in use in 

language teaching in upper secondary schools, Insights in English and Ponjatno! in Russian. It 

was also a crucial benefit that they both have newer versions unlike the other textbook series 

designed for English and Russian in upper secondary school. Both textbook series claim to 

follow the principles set in the current NCC 2015, so it can be expected that they both are 

designed to follow the requirements and aims of the NCC. The new NCC 2019 will replace the 

current one in the fall of 2021, thus, the new versions of the first textbooks New Insights 1-2 

and Ponjatno! 1-3 (others are not yet published) are included in the study to compare if there 

are any changes made. However, this thesis concentrates more on the current NCC, so all ex-

amples of the data are derived only from the older textbook series. The new textbooks are only 

included to examine how the changes of the upcoming NCC affects the learning of oral skills 

in the textbooks and if the change is to a more interactive and communicative direction.  

Insights textbook series is used in A1 syllabus English in upper secondary school. The series 

consists of eight textbooks that coincide with the eight courses offered in upper secondary 

school. The series also offers a digital version of the books. Other digital resources include an 

app for a dictionary which holds all of the vocabularies used in the eight books, and a student’s 

mp3-record. All eight textbooks are divided into themes that are then further divided into chap-

ters. Each chapter has a special focus on some aspect of linguistic skills or life events such as 

applying to a university or a job. All chapters have a text that is related to the theme and 
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activities. The themes of the Insights textbooks follow the themes of the NCC 2015 (110-111). 

Insights 1 focuses on the varieties of English and aspects of teen life. Insights 2 has themes 

concerning wellbeing and relationships. Course 3 and Insights 3 concentrate on culture and 

cultural phenomena. In Insights 4, the themes include the society and human rights. The fifth 

course and Insights 5 focus on science and future. In Insights 6, the focus is on future studies, 

work, and economy. In the optional courses 7 and 8, the themes include sustainability in In-

sights 7, while Insights 8 revisits the themes of the earlier courses. 

Each Insights textbook has sections for Vocabulary Revision, Learning to Learn, and Grammar. 

In addition, at the end of the book, there is a Keys section that holds the answers to the activities 

found in the textbook, excluding homework. The Vocabulary Revision section has activities 

that can be used to rehearse vocabulary of the texts of the textbook. In the Grammar section, 

different features of English grammar are taught in Finnish with activities that are to be com-

pleted in English. The section Learning to Learn, however, varies in each textbook. The section 

has themes that all give the students tips on how to study foreign languages, which coincides 

with the NCC’s aims to develop learning skills, but also, the Learning to Learn section has 

parts that are dedicated to pronunciation of English and other linguistic skills, including oral 

skills. 

New Insights is the new textbook series that follows the upcoming NCC 2019. New Insights 1-

2 is the only one that has yet been published. It includes modules 1 and 2 which are the equiv-

alent of courses 1 and 2, thus, the new textbook series combines Insights 1 and 2 together. 

There will be a total of seven textbooks as the other textbooks will only contain one module. 

The textbooks will have digital version and they offer an app for the recordings and some of 

the videos used in New Insights 1-2. In this new textbook series, the vocabularies used in the 

texts have also been recorded. The students will thus get to hear the word instead of having to 

interpret the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The dictionary of all English textbooks 

published by Otava is also offered in an app. New Insights 1-2 is divided into themes that follow 

the themes of the NCC 2019. Module 1 focuses on language identity and developing studying 

skills. Module 2 includes the themes of English as a lingua franca and interaction with others. 

Like the older textbook series, New Insights 1-2 has sections for Vocabulary Revision, Learn-

ing to Learn, Grammar, and Keys. 
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Ponjatno! is designed for syllabus B3 Russian. The series consists of three textbooks. The first 

textbook Ponjatno! 1 includes courses 1-3, the second textbook Ponjatno! 2 includes courses 

4-6, and the last one, Ponjatno! 3, covers courses 7 and 8. The textbook series also offers digital 

materials but there is no digital version of the textbooks themselves. The digital materials in-

clude mp3-recordings, digital dictionaries of the vocabularies used in the whole textbook series, 

and other special material such as flashcards and activities that are marked with a digital activ-

ity symbols in the physical textbooks. All Ponjatno! textbooks are divided into the courses and 

their themes. Just like the NCC 2015 (2015: 117-118) describes, the themes of the first textbook 

consist of getting to know the language and people, traveling and social communicative situa-

tions such as going to a café, and everyday life which includes school, hobbies, and home, for 

example. The second textbook, Ponjatno! 2, includes the themes of intercultural interaction 

such as nationalities and different cultural aspects, wellbeing and digitalization, and lastly, cul-

ture and media which includes literature and music, for example. The last textbook, Ponjatno! 

3, covers the themes of future studies and work in the first part of the textbook, and societal 

and environmental issues in the second. 

Besides the actual chapters, Ponjatno! textbooks have separate parts for knowledge of Russian 

culture, language, and cities. They are scattered throughout the textbooks and are marked with 

special symbols. The sections include Поeхали! and a symbol of a card that give additional 

and basic information about the city each chapter relates to, Тeма which consists of thematic 

vocabulary and phrases, Экстра giving extra knowledge of vocabulary, Факт that consists of 

knowledge of Russia and Russian culture, and Kielitieto which includes linguistic structures 

and grammar. 

Ponjatno! 1-3 is part of the new textbook series that is designed according to the new NCC 

2019. The other textbooks will be published later. Similarly to the older textbook series, 

Ponjatno! 1-3 will cover the first three courses of Russian offered in upper secondary school. 

Unlike in the NCC 2015, the new NCC 2019 (2019 194-197) does not describe the modules 

with themes. They are rather described by the skill level the student is expected to reach in each 

module. For example, Module 1 is described as the beginner level of the basics. The NCC 2019, 

however, presents the central contents each module is expected to cover. As Ponjatno! 1-3 

consists of Modules 1-3, it covers polite phrases and introducing oneself and others (Module 

1), social communicative situations in everyday life such as traveling, going to a café etc. 
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(Module 2), and social communication is situations such as hobbies or school (Module 3). After 

each module, Ponjatno 1-3 has a self-evaluation page that the students are expected to fulfill. 

This is to raise awareness of the students developing learning skills that is one of the aims in 

the NCC 2019.  

3.3 Research method 

Content analysis is the chosen method of the present thesis, particularly theory-guided content 

analysis. Content analysis is considered to be one of the most frequent analysis methods when 

the subject of the study is a text or a document (Huckin 2004: 13, Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2018: 

103). Tuomi and Sarajärvi add that the definition of content analysis has extended so much that 

it can be connected to any qualitative or quantitative analyzing method. They (2018: 109-110) 

explain that the guiding principle of theory-guided content analysis is that the content is ana-

lyzed using previous theories as a frame of reference, in other words, theory only guides the 

analysis, it does not determine it. In this method, the data will provide important and distinctive 

information that can be categorized with the help of pre-existing theories. Content analysis 

could be conducted with two other principles as well: data-driven or theory-driven (Tuomi & 

Sarajärvi 2018: 108-112). These two could be described as the two ends of a continuum with 

theory-bound content analysis in the middle. In data-driven content analysis, the theory is con-

trived from the data, so no predetermined theories guide the analysis. In theory-driven content 

analysis, on the other hand, the data is determined according to a pre-existing model or theory. 

Content analysis can be described either as qualitative or quantitative. According to Huckin 

(2004: 14-15), qualitative content analysis is descriptive, and the findings are explained while 

quantitative content analysis focuses on certain words that can then be presented by their fre-

quency. However, he explains that it is more common to find content analysis research that 

utilizes a mix of both methods. It is generally thought (Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2018: 78, Hirsjärvi 

et. al 2015: 136-137), that research usually benefits from a mix of both qualitative and quanti-

tative analysis as using the methods together can provide findings that might not be possible to 

interpret using only one method. Hirsjärvi et. al (2015: 136-137) explain that today, rather than 

seeing the two methods as opposites, they are seen more as complementary orientations.  

In the present thesis, the ideals defined in the CEFR and NCC are the guiding theory, and the 

actual oral activities are the data. The oral activities are categorized by their content and what 
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kind of focus the activity has concerning the spoken language. I have used Hietala’s (2013: 47) 

categorization of oral activities as a guide to determine how oral activities can be categorized 

by their content and for what purpose spoken language is used in activities. The activities are 

also further categorized into the three main activity types described in section 2.4.1: drills (and 

further mechanical, meaningful, and communicative), exercises, and tasks. 

The present thesis can be described more as a qualitative study rather than quantitative. The 

aim is to interpret the content and focus of oral activities found in the data, so the analysis 

focuses on the qualitative analysis of the activities. The analysis is supported by visual exam-

ples of the oral activities. The publisher of the both textbook series has granted the permission 

to copyright. The best way to present a descriptive overview of the findings, however, is by 

numerical tables which include the total numbers and shares of the activity categories compared 

to the total number of oral activities in the textbooks when the aim is to also compare the 

textbook series. Therefore, the study will also contain quantitative features to complement the 

qualitative nature of the analysis. 

The methodological framework of this thesis has now been presented. I discussed the focus of 

this study by presenting and explaining the research questions. I also provided reasoning why 

I used content analysis methodology to examine the data. Next, the chapter four will answer 

the research questions and present the findings of the present thesis. 
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This chapter presents the findings of the study to answer the three research questions explained 

in section 3.2. The oral activities of the textbook series will be presented in separate sections 

to answer the first and second research questions. Lastly, the third research question will be 

answered by comparing the findings of both textbook series. 

The first and second research questions were concerned with what kind of oral activities can 

be found in language textbooks and whether the activities, and consequently the textbooks, 

meet the requirements of the NCC and the CEFR in the case of oral skills. To answer these 

questions the oral activities of both textbook series were examined. I identified a total of thir-

teen categories. These categories are a) discussion, b) interview, c) problem-solving, d) role-

play, e) presentation, f) report, g) pronunciation, h) read-aloud, i) game, j) vocabulary and 

structure, k) translation, l) conversation strategies, and m) non-verbal communication. In each 

category, the students are expected to use the target language in a specific way, for example, 

in a discussion, the students are expected to express their thoughts and opinions on a certain 

topic. The analysis will provide examples and tables of the number of the spoken language 

activities found in each textbook series. 

The activities were also categorized in to three main activity types: drills, exercises, and tasks. 

Activities that were recognized as drills were also divided into the different types of drills: 

mechanical, meaningful, and communicative. The numbers and shares of these activity types 

and examples of the activity types will be presented in tables to give a comprehensive view of 

the oral activity types found in each textbook series. 

In this thesis, only activities where students are expected to produce the target language orally 

were included in the analysis. If the activity is supposed to be performed in Finnish, it was not 

included in the study even though it would be performed orally as the focus of this thesis is on 

the production of spoken language in the target language. If the instructions of the activities 

were unclear as to whether it was to be produced orally or in writing, they were not included. 

It would depend on the user to decide how the activity would be completed. Fortunately, the 

instructions usually inform that the activity is supposed to be performed orally with an oral task 

or with listen and repeat symbol (Ponjatno!), or it is otherwise stated (Insights) in the 

4 ANALYSIS 
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instructions that it should be completed in pairs or in small groups. Insights textbooks also have 

a symbol indicating when a particular activity is suited to be recorded or filmed.  

4.1 Insights 

4.1.1 Activities of oral language 

Table 7 presents the numbers and shares of all oral activities found in Insights textbook series. 

The newer textbook New Insights 1-2, which has been created to cover the first two modules 

(first two courses in the current NCC) in the new NCC and follows the requirements set in in 

the new NCC, is presented separately so that it would not cause any bias in the shares of oral 

activity categories. 

Table 7. Activities of oral language found in Insights textbook series 
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Discussion 15 13 9 15 10 9 6 20 97 16,0 18 12,7 

Interview 4 1 - 2 3 - 1 1 12 2,0 5 3,5 

Problem-

solving 

3 3 4 6 4 8 1 14 43 7,1 7 4,9 

Role-play 5 4 3 4 4 3 2 22 47 7,8 8 5,6 

Presentation 4 8 11 15 3 4 2 9 56 9,3 9 6,3 

Report 7 3 10 8 8 1 8 8 53 8,8 6 4,2 

Pronuncia-

tion 

2 7 5 - 1 1 - 15 31 5,1 9 6,3 

Read-aloud 5 3 2 6 6 5 3 1 31 5,1 5 3,5 

Game 3 5 - 2 2 2 4 6 24 4,0 7 4,9 

Vocabulary 

and structure 

30 18 11 12 9 11 11 26 128 21,2 40 28,2 

Translation 10 11 8 9 3 9 6 6 62 10,2 21 14,8 

Conversation 

strategies 

7 4 0 0 0 1 2 6 20 3,3 7 4,9 

Non-verbal 

communica-

tion 

- - - - - - - 1 1 0,2 - - 

Total 95 80 63 79 53 54 46 135 605  142  
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As Table 7 shows, the total number of oral activities in Insights textbooks is 605. The most 

numerous oral activity type in Insights textbook series is vocabulary and structure with about 

21% of the total number of oral activities. The other two most notable groups are discussion 

with about 16% share and translation with just over 10% of the total amount. Non-verbal com-

munication is clearly the smallest group of activities with only 1 activity and 0,2% of the total 

amount. It was also only found in Insights 8 which covers a course that is dedicated to spoken 

language.  

Insights 8 has the biggest number of oral activities out of the whole series. This was quite 

predictable as it covers the only course that is dedicated to spoken language. The course 8 

(NCC 2015: 111), which utilizes Insights 8, focuses on oral skills and the production of differ-

ent spoken language genres. The Learning to learn section, at the back of the textbook, covers 

features of more informal spoken language genre, conversation, while also including more for-

mal genres of speech and presentation that require much more preparation than casual conver-

sation. The textbook presents conversational strategies that include conversational styles, com-

pensation strategies, active listening, agreeing and disagreeing, and inclusive language. All of 

these features have a short introduction and explanation why they are an important part of 

conversational skills, they are also contrasted to the Finnish norms so that the students would 

become aware that people from different cultures act differently and it is important to be aware 

these differences exist. 

The grammar part of Insights 8 only includes phrasal verbs which are commonly used in infor-

mal spoken language. This would implicate that either the other textbooks have already covered 

all of the grammar of English language that A1 level English is expected to cover, or the text-

book that that focuses on spoken language wants to concentrate on the one part of English 

grammar that is typically associated in informal oral language and not in the more formal gen-

res, spoken or written. 

As stated in the current NCC (2015: 117), the beginning of syllabus A1 level English empha-

sizes the importance of oral language. Written tasks will then gradually increase in numbers. 

This can be seen in Table 1, as the first textbook holds more oral activities than the others, 

besides Insight 8. The number of oral activities gradually decreases, with the exception of In-

sight 4 which holds more oral activities than Insights 3. The steady decline of oral activities 

continues until Insights 8, which understandably holds the biggest number of oral activities. 

The total amount of activities, including written, is most likely the same throughout the 
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textbooks, so the decrease of oral activities would imply that the number of written activities, 

on the other hand, is steadily rising. 

To compare the current and the upcoming NCCs, I have included in Table 1 New Insights 1-2, 

which covers the first two modules of the new NCC 2019. As can be seen, the total number of 

oral activities decreases when the two first modules are compiled into one book. Insights 1 and 

2 have a total number of 175 oral activities while the New Insights 1-2 has 142. It would be 

assumed that the new textbook would hold about the same amount, or even more, oral activities 

since the new NCC (2019: 181) emphasizes that in the first two modules the aim is to support 

the development of reciprocal skills and production of spoken language. Of course, it is under-

standable that when previously two textbooks are combined into one, the number of activities 

decreased as the textbook has a limited amount of space. It needs to hold two textbooks’ worth 

of grammar in addition to the chapters of two courses. So, the total number of activities, spoken 

and written, would therefore also be less than previously. When compared to the total number 

of oral activities of Insights 1 and 2, the shares of different oral activities in the new textbook 

increase in interviews, problem-solving, role-play, pronunciation, games, vocabulary and 

structure, and translation. There will be a smaller share of activities like discussions, presenta-

tions, reports, read-aloud, conversation strategies, and non-verbal communication (none). For 

example, Insight 1 and 2 have 28 discussion activities combined, so their share of 175 oral 

activities is 16%, whereas the New Insight 1-2 has only 12,7% of discussion activities out of 

142 activities. The new textbook does not seem to emphasize reciprocity and conversational 

skills as much as the older textbooks if assumed that especially discussions, conversation strat-

egies, and non-verbal communication activities are more beneficial to the development of re-

ciprocal skills than the other activities listed due to the amount of free communication. 

Moving on to the content of the oral activities found in the Insight textbook series. I will now 

provide examples of the different categories of oral activities found in the textbooks and discuss 

how these activities present and teach features of oral skills. As explained in section 2.3.1, oral 

skills in foreign languages have features that need special attention in language teaching as 

communication and interaction can differ culturally and in different genres of spoken language. 

It should be noted that real-life communication can be difficult to practice in a classroom en-

vironment as it might not be as natural as interaction with other speakers of English in the real-

world. English speakers in real-world rarely get any instructions on what to do in communica-

tive situations like students in English classroom do. 
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Discussions 

In discussions, students are expected to express their thoughts and opinions on topics provided 

by the textbook. The students will exchange their thoughts together freely to increase their 

knowledge on the topic together in pairs or in small groups. All discussion activities have a list 

of questions that provide the students with something to talk about, but they differ in their 

specificity and with how open ended the questions are. Some questions ask to give examples 

and reasons to the answers, most likely to ensure more in-depth answers than simple yes or no 

as some students might be tempted to give (Example 1, see also Footnote 1). Some give the 

students a bit more freedom to discuss as much as they want (Example 2).  

(Example 1) 

  

(Insights 2: 120)1 

(Example 2) 

  

(Insights 2: 28) 

Discussion activities are often used to engage students into the new text and its topic. The 

students will get a chance to express what they already know of the topic and can revive any 

vocabulary concerning the topic they are already familiar with (Example 3). Many of the dis-

cussion activities also come later in the chapter to cover the theme of the chapter and the stu-

dents are expected to use the vocabulary learned in the text (Example 4). 

 

 

 

 

 
1 Otava has granted the permission to copyright 24 March 2021. 
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(Example 3) 

  

(Insights 5: 65) 

(Example 4) 

  

(Insights 3: 47) 

Sometimes the students are given certain roles in the discussion to keep track of the conversa-

tion. There might be a leader who guides the conversation and a secretary who will take notes 

on what the group talks about to be able to report them to class later. 

In some cases, the discussion activity provides a set of charts, diagrams, and other visual cues 

on the topic students are supposed to discuss (Example 5). 
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(Example 5) 

  

(Insights 6: 39) 

Discussion activities provide students with a chance to practice their conversational skills in 

the classroom. Of course, it might not be just like in real-world, but discussion activities are 

quite close as the focus is on interaction with other people. In real-world discussions, outside 

the classroom, people are hardly ever provided with a set of discussion questions, so the flow 

of topics is more natural. However, in discussion activities, the students will be able to speak 

freely with their own words and are likely to use conversation strategies to survive situations 

where they might not be able to express their thoughts fluently.  

Interview 

Interviewing activities are close to discussions but in these activities only the student who an-

swers is expressing their thoughts on the matter, the other just reads the question aloud. Of 

course, in most of the interviews, both students are supposed to answer the questions so both 

get a chance to produce free speech (Example 6).  
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(Example 6) 

  

(Insights 5: 29) 

In some of the interviewing activities, students are expected to walk around the classroom and 

interact with others by asking them questions and are expected to find people to fit each of the 

questions. The student who answers is seemingly supposed to elaborate their answer but will 

most likely answer with only a yes or no (Example 7).  

(Example 7) 

  

(Insights 4: 43) 

Some interviewing activities are used to go over the text together with a partner. The students 

will ask each other questions on the text and the other finds the answer from the text (Example 

8). The students are given different texts to read, and they will answer to questions they have 

previously translated into English. 
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(Example 8) 

  

(Insights 5: 96) 

Interviewing tasks are also used as quizzes where all of the students will answer the quiz, or 

one student asks and the other answers. Students can quiz each other on a certain topic with a 

set of questions. Sometimes answers are provided but, in some cases, the purpose is to give 

opinions as there are not necessarily right answers to the question (Example 9). They are sup-

posed to provoke thoughts on the topic and to raise awareness. 

(Example 9) 

  

(Insights 7: 91) 

Problem-solving 

In problem-solving activities, the purpose is to reach some kind of consensus by negotiation 

and discussion with fellow students. The students are given a problem that they are supposed 

to find a solution to together (Example 10). Problem-solving is quite similar to discussion as 

the students will get a chance to practice interaction and their conversational skills freely with 

a purpose, so they are not focused on producing utterances with perfect grammar. It is more 

important to express opinions and come to a compromise. 
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(Example 10) 

  

(Insights 8: 35) 

Most of the problem-solving activities cover current difficult themes from around the world. 

The activities raise awareness on the topic by getting the students to talk about certain issues 

and problems in the society. The students are not supposed to find solutions to these problems, 

but they are expected to discuss them and brainstorm how they could make a difference in 

making the world a better place. The themes cover issues such as discrimination (Example 11), 

war, crime, digitalization, and sustainability for example. 

(Example 11) 

  

(Insights 4: 37) 

Some problem-solving activities have themes that are quite relatable for the students in upper 

secondary school. The topics are related to their near future such as future education or getting 

a job. For example, the purpose of the task is to prepare for a job interview, what kind of a 

music video they would create, or how to improve self-esteem. These topics are quite important 

in a young adult’s life, so the students will get a chance to work on the topics together (Example 

12).  
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(Example 12) 

  

(Insights 8: 69) 

Sometimes the problem-solving activities are used to rework the text of the chapter. In these 

types of activities, the students will process the text again to complete some kind of a problem 

or to use the ideas presented in the text to compile a list of advice like in the Example 13. 

(Example 13) 

  

(Insights 1: 67) 
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Role-play 

In role-plays, the students are supposed to act out dialogues by enacting a role. Role-plays are 

usually done in pairs, sometimes in small groups, and they are all given a certain role that they 

are supposed to reflect. The students are provided with a dialogue by the textbook, or they are 

expected to create their own (Example 14).  

(Example 14) 

  

(Insights 1: 16) 

In some of the role-plays, the students use a preset dialogue with Finnish cues that they are 

expected to act out. These kinds of A-B role-play activities make use of the vocabulary of the 

text to produce the lines. The students are given a bit of freedom to come up with their own 

lines provided that they follow the given script. Most of the A-B dialogues have scripted the 

whole conversation and the students will have to come up with appropriate utterances in Eng-

lish. Most of the dialogues start with greetings before moving on to the topic of the conversation 

and end with proper goodbyes as can be seen in Example 15 below. However, there are some 

dialogues that start the conversation by going straight to the point without taking into account 

how to politely start or end a conversation. The students are just asked to discuss the topic with 

cues provided by the textbook unlike in Example 15 where the students are first asked to greet 

the other before moving on to the topic of the conversation. 
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(Example 15) 

  

(Insights 8: 65) 

In the more open-ended role-plays, the students are given a certain role, but they will have to 

create the dialogue between the characters themselves (Example 16). When creating their dia-

logue, the students are usually supposed to use the vocabulary of the chapter as the situations 

always somehow relate to the topic of the chapter, but they have freedom to say whatever they 

want. They, also, have the power to decide how complicated a dialogue they want to create. It 

could be very simple with short turns, or more complex, where the students create a long con-

versation. 
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(Example 16) 

  

(Insights 1: 43) 

Role-play activities can be used to retell the text. The students will take on the roles of the 

characters and use the text to create the dialogue (Example 17). In these cases, the students are 

usually expected to get to know the characters a bit more so that they can become more familiar 

with the characters’ feelings on the topic and to express them. 

(Example 17) 

  

(Insights 7: 24) 

Some activities encourage the students to make use of conversation strategies to keep the con-

versation flowing in problematic situations. Conversation strategies are also used to make the 

students aware of the appropriateness of the language used in the dialogues. The students are 

expected to create dialogues where, for example, they are polite depending on the genre of the 

communicative situation (Example 18).  
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(Example 18) 

  

(Insights 3: 76) 

Sometimes the students are supposed to act out the dialogue to the rest of the class or somehow 

record it so that it can be viewed later. Most likely so that the students can see that they can 

come up with many different dialogues on the same topic and that, in general, conversations 

do not follow same patterns. 

Presentation 

Presentations are activities where the students prepare to present their work to the whole class. 

They will find information on their topic and then present the information in a form of a 

slideshow, poster, speech, or a debate, for example. In presentation, the genre of the language 

use is more formal than in discussions and the student will need to have skills in producing 

speech for a sustained period of time. The language will also be more complex as the student 

will have had time to prepare what they want to say and how they want to say it. The situation 

is also more daunting than a normal conversation as it is produced in front of a group. While, 

for example discussions are executed in smaller groups where all students express their 

thoughts, presentation is typically performed in front of the whole class alone. 

The instructions on how to do the presentation differ greatly between the activities found in 

Insights textbooks. Some give detailed instruction on how, for example, a debate is performed, 

while other activities only state that a presentation should be prepared.  

Presentations are executed either alone or in small groups. Individual work usually requires the 

student to find information on a certain topic and then prepare a slideshow to present the find-

ings. Giving a speech on a given topic is a typical individual presentation but it can be prepared 

in pairs or small groups. When the presentation is executed in a small group, the presentation 

is usually expected to be more comprehensive and interactive (Example 19). Debates, for 
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example, are usually prepared in pairs or small groups as they need to have people on the both 

opposing sides.  

(Example 19) 

  

(Insights 5: 84) 

Reports 

Reports are similar to presentations, but they are executed in a much smaller scale. The students 

are often asked to report their findings of their individual works to their partner or to a small 

group. This does not require much planning or information gathering as the students are basi-

cally just asked to read their answers aloud to their partner. In some reporting activities, the 

students have completed the activity with a pair or small group, and they are then asked to give 

a summary of their work to the whole class like in Example 20. Some reporting activities en-

courage the students to ask following questions about their opinions and give reasons to their 

choices, so there will be some conversational aspects to the activity. In addition, reports are an 

easy way to bring spoken language to an otherwise written activity. Reporting activities also 

increase interaction in the target language even if it requires to just read the answers aloud. It 

can be assumed that the students will report their findings in English rather than Finnish even 

though it is not specifically stated. 
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(Example 20) 

  

(Insights 2: 54) 

Reporting is also used in situations where the student looks for information on the internet and 

they are expected to share the videos, music, or stories that they have found. They are asked to 

choose the ones they find most interesting or engaging to be shared in class. This encourages 

the students to use English in their free time as the activities seem to be given as homework 

and should be completed after school (Example 21). 

(Example 21) 

  

(Insights 1: 77) 

Pronunciation 

The focus in pronunciation activities is on the correct pronunciation of English. This includes 

prosody, or the stressing of syllables, intonation, and rhythm, and the pronunciation of words 

and letters. The textbooks have a Learning to Learn section where the students will find infor-

mation on how to pronounce English. Most of the pronunciation activities can be found in this 

section, but there are some activities sprinkled to the other parts of the textbooks also, espe-

cially in Insights 8. Pronunciation seems to be considered part of the theory of English, just 

like grammar, as the whole section of pronunciation is written in Finnish, only the activities 

are in English and expected to be performed in English as well. 
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Many of the pronunciation activities ask for the student to read aloud text or dialogue while 

concentrating on the correct pronunciation of the words. The students are also asked to consider 

how intonation affects the language (Example 22). Pronunciation activities aim to have the 

students become confident and fluent in their pronunciation of English. (Example 23) 

(Example 22) 

  

(Insights 8: 10) 

(Example 23) 

  

(Insights 8: 102) 

Some pronunciation activities are very technical. The students are expected to identify words 

that they hear by their pronunciation alone, to practice what syllable is stressed in certain words, 

and to clap the rhythm on different sentences. In the first textbook Insights 1, the students will 

learn to read the English alphabet with spelling out different names so that the partner will then 

write them down (Example 24) 
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(Example 24) 

  

(Insights 1: 93) 

There are also pronunciation activities where the students will read a text while reflecting a 

given emotion. This is done to elicit certain responses from the other students. This is most 

likely brought up because emotion can affect intonation and rhythm (Example 25). 

(Example 25) 

  

(Insights 3: 31) 

Read-aloud 

Read-aloud activities are similar to pronunciation activities except they lack the focus on pro-

nunciation. It seems that when students are asked to read aloud something, it is only done to 

have the students get used to speaking in English. In these kinds of activities, the students will 

not really get a chance to practice their oral skills as they are just reciting what they read, but 

the activities will give them practice automatizing their spoken English and make them more 

fluent in speaking.   
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Read-aloud activities are also used in translation activities, but only when translating into Finn-

ish (Example 26). One student reads a sentence out loud to another, and the other then translates 

it. This could almost be considered a listening comprehension activity in addition to reading 

out loud. 

(Example 26) 

  

(Insights 2: 103) 

Like reporting activities, reading aloud is used to bring spoken language to writing activities. 

In some cases, the students will be asked to read their written production out loud to a partner. 

This increases the diversification in the lesson to silent writing assignments as besides writing, 

the students will get to read and listen. 

Games 

Games are supposed to be fun activities where the students will get to apply their knowledge 

of English in an interactive way. Usually, they will need to use learned vocabulary and struc-

tures. The games can be simple like Hangman (Example 27) or extensive like a board game 

where the students will have to complete some kind of an activity using English (Example 28). 
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However, the point is in having fun with the other students while still using English and learn-

ing.  

(Example 27) 

  

(Insights 1: 93) 

(Example 28)  

 

 

(Insights 2: 8-9) 
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In this game (Example 28), the students will need to practice appropriateness. In each town, 

there is a task waiting for the student to express appropriate phrases to each situation. The 

activity takes into account cultural norms and differences by having realistic situations that the 

students might be expected to encounter while visiting these towns in real-life. The students 

are also encouraged to use the internet to search if they would act appropriately in the situations. 

Vocabulary 

Vocabulary and structure activities are the most numerous ones of the oral activities in the 

Insight textbook series. In these kinds of activities, the students will practice the vocabulary 

introduced in the text of the chapter or grammatical structures in the grammar section. Oral 

skills are usually secondary to the structure, but there are still a lot of vocabulary and structure 

activities where the student can use their own words more freely. 

Usually, the students are asked to retell the text by giving visual cues or answering questions 

(Example 29). The visual cues are used to help the students remember the main parts of what 

happened in the text without needing to read the whole text again. However, the students will 

most likely frequently consult the given text to find the exact parts that are presented in the 

pictures or questions. 
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(Example 29) 

  

(Insights 6: 69) 

As already mentioned, vocabulary and structure activities can usually be found in the grammar 

section of the textbooks. The grammatical structures are usually practiced by having the stu-

dents produce the given structure. For example, the students are asked to produce sentences 

orally with a partner (Example 30), or they will need to describe a picture by using the given 

grammatical structure. 
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(Example 30) 

  

(Insights 4: 139) 

Vocabulary and structure activities are also used in word and picture explanation activities, 

where one student explains a word to the other without saying the word itself, the other then 

tries to guess the word from the explanation. In the case of picture explanation activities, such 

as Example 31, one student will describe a picture and the other will guess which picture is 

being described from two quite similar pictures. 
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(Example 31) 

  

(Insights 2: 65) 

Vocabulary and structure activities give the students some freedom to display their oral lan-

guage skills, but they are quite restricting with what the students are able to say. It is usually 

implied that the students should complete the activities using particular vocabulary or gram-

matical structures, but there is usually a chance that the students would be able to complete 

them with other means. Returning to Example 31, the instruction asks the students to use ad-

jectives with -ish-endings but there is always a chance that the students would be able to com-

plete the activity by not using said adjectives. 

Translation 

In translation activities, the students are given a sentence in Finnish that they are supposed to 

translate exactly and word for word into English. Many of the translation activities in Insights 

textbook series are completed orally with a partner who checks that the sentence is translated 
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correctly. Just like vocabulary and structure activities, the students are supposed to use the 

vocabulary learned from the text (Example 32). They are also used to practice grammatical 

structures.  

(Example 32) 

  

(Insights 2: 98) 

In some cases, the translation does not need to be word for word. In some activities, the students 

translate idioms that might not be exactly the same in Finnish and in English. Then, the students 

will use the idioms that can be found in the text to complete the translations. Sometimes the 

students are expected to first translate questions and then answer them. This gives the students 

a chance to use their own words and skills in English to provide an answer. 

Being able to form phrases is certainly an important part of oral language so translation activ-

ities are justified. When they are done orally, they become more interactive as the students will 

translate the sentences to each other while the other checks that it is done correctly. If the 

translations would only be done individually in writing, the students would not have the op-

portunity to say anything out loud in English. Oral translation activities, admittedly, do not 

have real oral communication as it is just projecting prefabricated written text orally, but at 

least it benefits oral skills a little. 
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Conversation strategies 

The focus on conversation strategy activities is on practicing how to communicate with other 

people. Especially in Insights 8, there is a section dedicated to conversation strategies covering 

conversational styles, compensation strategies, how to be an active listener, and how to agree 

and disagree. Besides these, the section has instructions on giving a speech and how to use 

inclusive language, but as these two parts do not have activities that focus on conversation 

strategies. The activities cover, for example, giving feedback to encourage the other student to 

keep talking (Example 33) and how to compensate when one does not remember or know a 

certain word. 

(Example 33) 

  

(Insights 8: 125) 
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(Example 34) 

  

(Insights 2: 58) 

Formality of the communicative situation is also addressed. In this activity (Example 34), stu-

dents will practice small talk in different situations that also differ in their formality. The stu-

dents will have to work out what kind of language is appropriate to be used in the scenarios.  

I have also included in this category activities where the student is expected to give oral feed-

back on another student’s work, whether written or spoken. The students will practice phrases 

such as In my opinion and I think that. They will most likely also try to be as polite as they can 
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to not embarrass the other student which will give them practice in how to mellow out their 

expressions if they interpret that the other student perceives the feedback as too harsh. 

Non-verbal communication 

Even if there is only one non-verbal activity in the textbook series, the conversation strategy 

section of Insights 8 explains briefly how non-verbal communication and gestures can be used 

as a compensation strategy when one does not remember a certain word, for example. However, 

the section ignores the other features of non-verbality such as facial expressions, posture, and 

spatial behaviour. Non-verbality is also mentioned in association with active listening, specif-

ically in giving non-verbal feedback to the speaker. Non-verbal communication is an important 

part of communication, so it is unfortunate that non-verbal aspects are only brought up in one 

activity in the whole textbook series. However, gladly, it is brought to attention as part of the 

conversation strategies. In the task, the student is supposed to explain a word to another student 

by any means necessary (Example 35). The instructions only state gesturing, miming, singing, 

and dancing, so the students are most likely to use just that, even if the instructions do not limit 

the completion of the activity to just non-verbality.  

(Example 35) 

 

(Insights 8: 123) 
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4.1.2 The activity types: drills, exercises, and tasks 

As described in section 2.4.1, oral activities can be divided into three main types: drills, exer-

cises, and tasks. To sum up the theory, drills are the most mechanical types of activities and 

they can be further divided into mechanical drills, meaningful drills, and communicative drills. 

Exercises and tasks are more communicative while having different purposes with exercises 

being more concerned with the structures of the language, and tasks focusing on the meaning. 

In tasks, the student uses the language like they would in real-world communication, while in 

exercises, students have the role of a learner and the learning is purposeful. Next, oral activities 

that I found in Insight textbook series will be categorized according to the definitions of the 

three activity types. 

Table 8. The number of the three main activity types found in Insights textbook series. 

 Drills Exercises Tasks Total 

Insights 1 14 44 37 95 

Insights 2 11 35 34 80 

Insights 3 11 33 19 63 

Insights 4 10 23 44 78 

Insights 5 8 13 32 53 

Insights 6 9 17 28 54 

Insights 7 8 10 27 45 

Insights 8 26 27 84 135 

Total 97 203 305 605 

% 16,0 33,4 50,4  

New In-

sights 1-3 

26 65 51 142 

% 18,3 45,8 35,9  

 

Table 8 represents the numbers and shares of the three activity types of oral activities identified 

from Insight textbook series. As can be seen, the most common activity type is task with just 

over half of the oral activities belonging to this group. The second most common activity type 

is exercise, with about the third of the oral activities. Drills are the smallest group of activities 

with only 16% of the tasks belonging to them. This distribution is quite a delightful find, as 

tasks are defined as the most communicative activity type, so the students have a more versatile 

chance to practice their oral skills. When about half of the activities are tasks, the focus of most 

activities is on the content and use of English, and not in the production of perfect sentences. 

The number of drills is much lower than the number of exercises and tasks. Taking notice of 
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the criticism that drills face (see section 2.4.1), it seems appropriate that they are not repre-

sented with a higher number in the textbook series. 

When comparing the older Insights 1 and 2 to the new textbook New Insights 1-2, it seems that 

there is an increase in the shares of drills and exercises, while the share of tasks is decreasing 

from 40,6% to about 36%. As I do not have data from the rest of the textbooks of the newer 

series, I cannot determine if the increase of drills and exercises to the detriment of tasks will 

continue as the series progresses. The direction is still worrisome. 

Table 9. The number of the three drill types found in Insights textbook series, 

 Mechanical Meaningful Communicative 

Insights 1 9 5 - 

Insights 2 10 1 - 

Insights 3 9 2 - 

Insights 4 4 4 2 

Insights 5 7 1 - 

Insights 6 5 4 - 

Insights 7 2 3 3 

Insights 8 12 10 4 

Total 58 30 9 

% 59,8 30,9 9,3 

New In-

sights 1-3 

18 6 2 

% 69,2 23,1 7,7 

 

Table 9 shows the numbers and shares of the three types of drills found in Insight textbooks. 

Most of the drills are identified as mechanical, with almost 60% of the total number of drills. 

The next biggest type is meaningful with about third of the drills. Communicative drills are the 

smallest group of drills, with under 10% of the drills being communicative. Mechanical drills 

are the most controlled type of drills and there is only one answer to the activity.  

In this category, the direction of New Insights 1-2 is more positive than when categorizing 

activities into drills, exercises, and tasks. New Insights 1-2 have less mechanical and meaning-

ful drills in comparison to Insights 1 and 2. Mechanical drills drop from 76% to under 70% and 

meaningful drills decrease only a bit, about 1%. On the other hand, the new textbook has two 

communicative drill activities, which cannot be found in the older textbooks, so it seems that 

drills are changing to a more communicative direction. 
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Next, examples of the three activity types will be presented. The tasks were identified by their 

content and divided into the three activity types. 

Drills 

Drills are typically found in activities where the student is asked to read aloud. Mechanical 

drills are described as activities where almost anyone would be able to complete the task. Read-

aloud activities are quite mechanical, anyone who can read Latin alphabet would be able to 

read English quite well, especially if they have just a bit of understanding how to pronounce 

English. Read-aloud activities are, thus, mostly mechanical (Example 36).  

(Example 36) 

  

(Insights 7: 110) 

Other activities that belong to the mechanical drill activities often include pronunciation and 

spelling (Example 37). Similarly to reading aloud, pronouncing words by letters does not need 

a great linguistic ability, especially with the English alphabet visible on the previous page with 

an International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) providing the pronunciation of each letter.    
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(Example 37) 

  

(Insights 1: 93) 

While many of the read-aloud activities are considered mechanical drills, there are many that 

fall into the meaningful drill category. In these kinds of activities, the students read aloud but 

they need to understand it both semantically and structurally to be able to complete it. The 

student has to identify the meaning of the sentence to be able to choose a correct word to make 

the sentence semantically sensible. 

(Example 38) 

  

(Insights 5: 152)  

An activity is a meaningful drill also when students are describing the same picture to each 

other. They are given a list of expressions they are supposed to use and fulfill them with some-

thing they can see in the picture, in this particular task (Example 38), with words of quantity, 

for example, There are only a few tennis balls. It does not add any new information as both 
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students are familiar with the picture, but still, the structure is the same and the student only 

needs to understand what is meant by a few and then describe it from the picture. 

Another activity that is often a meaningful drill is an interview. When students walk around 

the room asking questions from each other, they are only expected to answer yes or no, however 

they will need to be able to comprehend the meaning of the question they are asked. 

In communicative drills, the student is supposed to add information but still keep the rehearsed 

structure. They can express their own opinions but very limitedly as the structure determines 

what they will be able to express (Example 39).  

(Example 39) 

  

(Insights 7: 76) 

 

(Example 40) 

  

(Insights 4: 159) 

In this activity (Example 40), the student is supposed to translate the beginnings or endings of 

the sentences and then complete it however they want. It can be completed very simply or 

complicatedly as the student wants, but most likely it will end up being the former option. For 

example, One of us…is driving.  
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Exercises 

Exercises give importance to structure and learning while still being communicative. Most of 

the exercises can be found in working on the vocabulary of the texts in chapters and in the 

grammar section of the textbook. Translation activities, for example, are exercises where the 

students will need to translate sentences word from word. The exercise focuses on the structure 

and vocabulary, so the students are expected to produce grammatically correct sentences. The 

student’s role is a learner, and the purpose is to learn the structures. 

Exercises are utilized in retelling the text of the chapter. The activity gives visual cues such as 

pictures or questions that the students can use to refresh their memory of the text (Example 41). 

The events are however clearly stated in the text, so the exercise mostly teaches the associated 

vocabulary and phrases from the text. 

(Example 41) 

  

(Insights 1: 22) 

Many of the discussion activities of the textbooks are exercises, even if they would be expected 

to be tasks with the students getting to express their opinions and thoughts on the topic. How-

ever, many of the discussion activities have restricting questions that do not encourage the 

students to talk freely (Example 42). The questions can be answered with only one word and 

then explaining briefly why. The expectation for the exercise is probably premeditated so that 

the students would discuss freely, but they will most likely only answer what the question asks. 
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(Example 42) 

  

(Insights 8: 13) 

Tasks 

Tasks in the Insight textbook series are very versatile. They are found in all activity categories, 

so the students will get to use their oral language skills quite freely in different situations. For 

example, tasks are especially plentiful in categories such as problem-solving, presentations, 

discussions, vocabulary and structure, games, and conversation strategies. In tasks, the stu-

dents’ opinions matter and they are able to express their thoughts freely. The students act as a 

language user, and they use English like they would in real-world outside the classroom. In 

tasks, the students are usually given more freedom in deciding how they want to complete the 

activity.  

Mostly, role-play activities found in Insight textbooks are considered tasks. They give a lot of 

freedom to the students to create the dialogue however they want. Usually, the students are 

given a script which has Finnish or English cues on what to say (Example 43), but in many 

cases the students will get to create the dialogues from the start.  
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(Example 43) 

  

(Insights 8: 88) 

(Example 44) 

  

(Insights 3: 76) 
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In this role-play (Example 44), the students are creating the dialogue from the start. The spoken 

language will be very free and natural as the students are encouraged to use compensation 

strategies when they face a problem in explaining something. This likely imitates language use 

outside the classroom when the students will use English with other people. In the case that 

they do not remember a word or expression they are likely to use different compensation strat-

egies presented in section 2.3.2. 

While many of the discussions in the Insights textbooks are exercises, there are still many that 

can be considered tasks. In these types of discussions (Example 45), the questions are open-

ended, and they invite the students to talk more than when they are provided with specific 

questions. The students have a chance to express their thoughts on the matter while employing 

their skills in turn-taking and other conversational strategies such as agreement, feedback, and 

compensation strategies. 

(Example 45) 

 

(Insights 4: 23) 

 

In short, the total number of oral activities in Insights textbook series is 605. The biggest groups 

of activities were, respectively, vocabulary and structure, discussion, and translation. Vocabu-

lary and structure and translation activities are quite restricted in how much the student gets to 

practice their oral skills. Discussions, however, are very communicative and the students can 

talk freely about the topic. Concerning the activity types, tasks are the biggest group with ex-

ercises second. The high number of tasks compared to the other two types means that the text-

book series is quite communicative as the focus of tasks is on the content of the activity, not 

structure. The students are, thus, free to produce speech in a way that is natural to them. Drills 

are the smallest group of the activity types. Most of the drills are mechanical due to the high 
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number of read-aloud activities. The second biggest group are meaningful drills with commu-

nicative drills being the smallest activity type. 

4.2 Ponjatno! 

4.2.1 Activities of oral language 

The numbers and shares of the thirteen oral activity categories are compiled in Table 4. As with 

the English textbook series, the newer textbook Ponjatno! 1-3 is presented separately as it has 

been created to cover the first three modules (first three courses in the current NCC and equiv-

alent to Ponjatno! 1) in the new NCC and follows the requirements set in in the new NCC. It 

would skew the shares of oral activity categories in the older textbook series.  

Table 10. Activities of oral language found in Ponjatno! textbook series. 

 Ponjatno! 

1 

Ponjatno! 

2 

Ponjatno! 

3 

 

Total 

 

% 

Ponjatno! 

1-3 

 

% 

Discussion - 4 4 8 2,6 1 0,7 

Interview 10 9 3 21 6,9 20 14,2 

Problem-solv-

ing 

- - - - - 2 1,4 

Role-play 6 4 4 12 3,9 5 3,5 

Presentation - 2 1 3 1,0 1 0,7 

Report 1 - 1 2 0,7 - - 

Pronunciation 21 12 8 42 13,8 23 16,3 

Read aloud 55 10 9 71 23,4 51 36,2 

Game - - 1 1 0,3 - - 

Vocabulary 

and structure 

53 60 18 128 42,1 37 26,2 

Translation - - - - - - - 

Conversation 

strategies 

1 7 - 8 2,6 1 0,7 

Non-verbal 

communication 

- - - - - - - 

Total 147 108 49 304  141  

 

As can be seen in the table (Table 10), the total number of oral activities in Ponjatno! textbooks 

is 304. The first textbook holds the most activities out of all three. The number of oral activities 

decreases with about third in each textbook and the last one only has 49 activities that are 

completed orally. This is because there is a steep decrease of read-aloud activities from the first 
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textbook. The first textbook has marked all texts with the symbol for listen and repeat, so each 

text would then be read out loud in class. However, in Ponjatno! 2 and 3 the symbol has been 

changed to mean only listen. Thus, the texts are not considered oral activities in Ponjatno! 2 

and 3. 

The most numerous activities are vocabulary and structure with about 42% of the oral activities 

belonging to this group. Read-aloud activities are the second most plentiful category with a 

23,4% share. The third biggest group is pronunciation with almost 14% share. Problem-solv-

ing, translation, and non-verbal communication activities could not be found in the Ponjatno! 

textbooks. The smallest category is games with only one activity identified as belonging to that 

category. The other two with very low shares are presentations and reports. 

Again, just like in English, the current NCC 2015 (2015: 117) states that the emphasis of oral 

production in syllabus B3 languages is at the beginning and written tasks will increase in num-

ber in the later courses. This shows in the steady decrease of oral activities and the increase of 

written assignments, assuming that the total number of activities, written and oral, stays the 

same throughout the three textbooks. 

The total number of oral activities only slightly decreases in the newer textbook Ponjatno! 1-

3. Ponjatno! 1 has 147 oral activities while Ponjatno! 1-3 has 141. The shares of activities 

increase in categories of discussion, interview, problem-solving, presentation, and pronuncia-

tion. Consequently, the number decreases or stays the same in role-plays, reports (none), read-

alouds, games (none), vocabulary and structures, translations (none), conversation strategies, 

and non-verbal communication (none). It seems that while the total number or activities slightly 

decreases, the quality of the activities is turning more communicative due to the freer speech 

in activities such as discussions, problem-solving and presentations. Also, the importance of 

oral production is seen in the higher number of pronunciation activities, the textbooks want the 

students to have more chances to hone their skills in correct pronunciation of Russian words 

and sounds. The biggest increase of oral activities can be found in the category of interviews 

as the share increases from 6,8% to 14,2%. The number of interviews doubles in Ponjatno! 1-

3 compared to Ponjatno! 1. On the other hand, the biggest decrease of oral activities is in vo-

cabulary and structure activities where the share decreases from about 36% to just over 26%. 

This is also a significant change as vocabulary and structure activities are mostly found in 

association to grammar. This would suggest that the emphasis on structurally correct spoken 

language (in written norms) is changing to a freer production of oral skills. 
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Next, the content of the oral activities found in the Ponjatno! textbook series will be presented 

by providing examples of the different categories of oral activities found in the textbooks. 

There will also be discussion on how these activities present and teach different features of oral 

skills. As explained in section 2.3.1 and above in the English section of the analysis, the fea-

tures of oral skills should be taught but can be difficult as natural communicative situations are 

hard to recreate in a classroom. The other speakers of Russian in the classroom are the teacher, 

who will most likely be proficient in Russian, and fellow students, who will all have about the 

same language skills. There is not much variation in the speakers as there would outside the 

classroom with native and international speakers of Russian.  

Discussion 

Discussion activities only appear in the later books of the series, Ponjatno! 2 and 3. The dis-

cussion questions are very specific and simple, but the students will have a chance to express 

themselves freely as they need to formulate their answers from their existing vocabulary and 

grammatical knowledge. Usually, the students are expected to answer quite briefly but there 

are some questions that are more open-ended. In discussions, the students are not expected to 

use certain grammatical structures, the students will have options in how they want to formulate 

their answer, with a whole sentence or just a couple of words.  

Discussion activities in Ponjatno! 2 and 3 are not very inviting in practicing conversational 

strategies, they are in a sense more like interviews where one student asks the questions and 

the other answers. There might be some agreeing or disagreeing expressions such as По-моему 

(I think) or Я считаю иначе (I disagree) to create more conversational tones to the discussion, 

but this depends on the students. 

(Example 46) 

 

(Ponjatno! 3: 31) 
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In this discussion (Example 46), the questions are specific, but the students can answer to them 

more comprehensibly than in a couple of words. The questions ensure that the students do not 

answer just yes or no. In addition, if the student is actually planning to take part in the au pair 

program, they might want to explain their decision more. 

Interviews 

In interviewing activities, the students will practice vocabulary and grammatical structures by 

asking each other questions that should be answered using the certain vocabulary or structures 

(Example 47). These were not included in the vocabulary and structure activities as the instruc-

tions ask to get to know the partner with these questions or they ask for each other’s opinions 

on certain topics. The intention is more communicative. In addition, interviews will be also 

used in activities where the students walk around the classroom asking questions to their class-

mates. 

 (Example 47)  

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 218) 

Problem-solving 

None of the oral activities found in Ponjatno! textbooks could be identified as a problem-solv-

ing activity. 
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Role-plays 

Role-plays in Ponjatno! textbooks consist mostly of A-B dialogues. The students will either 

take turns in asking each other questions or they will follow a provided script. In the case of 

provided scripts, the scripts have only Finnish ques on what to say, the students are able to 

create the phrases themselves. The scripts always ask the students to properly greet the other 

and say goodbyes at the end of the dialogue (Example 48). 

 (Example 48) 

  

(Ponjatno! 2: 218) 

(Example 49) 

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 84)  

In this role-play (Example 49), the students are free to create a dialogue however they want. It 

also takes into account the appropriate form of addressing others, informal or formal, in 
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different situations. The rules on how to address others are quite strict in Russian, for example, 

when talking to an older stranger, Russian never use the second person singular form. The 

language should be formal in these situations. With family and friends, however, the language 

can be more informal. 

Presentation 

The presentation found in Ponjatno! 2 and 3 are all activities that will be filmed. They will, 

thus, not be performed to a live audience but rather, the activities will be filmed and then shown 

to the class (Example 50). It could be assumed that the students would still be very timid in 

producing spoken language in front of the whole class, so filming the performances can allevi-

ate the embarrassment. The students will be able to film the performance as many times until 

they feel comfortable with the result.  

 (Example 50) 

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 174) 

While in Insights textbooks the students will get the chance to practice monologues, in 

Ponjatno! textbooks they do not have many chances for it. In only one of the activities the 

students will have to produce spoken Russian for a sustained period of time. In this activity, 

the students will create a job application video where they talk about themselves as they would 

in a real CV. 

Reports 

In Ponjatno! textbooks there were only two reporting activities. In reports, the students tell 

their partner orally what they have done in an individual assignment. In Example 51, the stu-

dents are asked to tell their partner about their Monday’s schedule according to the questions 

provided.  
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(Example 51) 

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 239) 

Pronunciation 

Pronunciation activities are marked with a symbol, so they are easy to recognize in the text-

books. The students will listen and repeat different letters to learn the alphabet and practice 

how individual letters are produced. Intonation and stress are also included in the pronunciation 

activities. These kinds of activities are especially numerous in Ponjatno! 1 as the students are 

just starting to learn Russian so they will need to be able to learn how the letters are pronounced 

in Russian compared to Finnish sounds. There is special attention given to stress in all words 

because the stress affects how vowels sound (Example 52). All texts are provided with marks 

on what vowel is the stressed one in each word. As Ponjatno! 1 progresses, the students are 

provided with activities to practice the different features of Russian pronunciation. The pro-

nunciation activities in Ponjatno! 2 and 3 only consist of practicing the pronunciation of se-

lected words from text vocabulary that are considered tricky to pronounce. Ponjatno! 2 has a 

section at the end of the textbook where features of Russian pronunciation are collected for the 

students to check the theory.  
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 (Example 52) 

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 81)  

Read-aloud 

As mentioned above, Ponjatno! 1 has the biggest number of read-aloud activities due to the 

symbol that means that each text is supposed to be read aloud. In addition, all theme vocabu-

laries are also marked with the same symbol. Otherwise, read-aloud activities consist of reading 

aloud two sentence dialogues, written tasks, and sentences where certain grammatical struc-

tures are used (Example 53). 

(Example 53) 

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 25) 

It is important that the students recognize what letter corresponds to what sound because they 

are learning a new language with different alphabet. Reading aloud will help them getting their 

tongue around the pronunciation of Russian without paying too much attention to the pronun-

ciation of the language like in pronunciation activities. Reading aloud will automatize and 

make the production of Russian more fluent. 
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Games 

There is only one game in the Ponjatno! textbook series. It is a bit of a change from the routine 

like organization of activities and the students can have a small competition to see who wins. 

The activity is used as an introduction to a chapter that discusses professions. The students will 

need to use their pre-existing knowledge of Russian language to be able to connect the provided 

answers to the question. The game is a Tic-Tac-Toe kind of game where the students will an-

swer questions to get to mark the box for themselves (Example 54).  

(Example 54) 

 

(Ponjatno! 3: 84) 
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Vocabulary and structures 

Vocabulary and structure activities are clearly the most numerous activity category in 

Ponjatno! textbooks. Most of the activities are used to practice grammar and vocabulary pre-

sented in the text and theme vocabularies. In Example 55, the purpose is to practice conjugation 

by choosing the right form of the prepositional case in the question and answer.  

(Example 55) 

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 62) 

(Example 56) 

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 163) 

In vocabulary and structure activities the students are sometimes asked to describe a picture 

that the other student will then identify from a group of pictures (Example 56). In this case, for 

example, the other student will describe one person in a picture using vocabulary about appear-

ance. The other will then guess which person was described. 
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Translation 

None of the oral activities found in Ponjatno! textbooks could be identified as a translation 

activity. 

Conversation strategies 

Conversation strategies are an important part of oral communication. In conversation strategy 

activities, the students will get to practice elements of natural communication which is full of 

giving feedback and other reciprocal features. These kinds of activities are used to practice 

expressing opinions and appropriate feedback to encourage the speaker to keep talking. They 

can also be used to practice how to express the want to have a turn in speaking. Ponjatno! 2 

has a theme vocabulary for different kinds of feedback reactions that the students may use in 

conversations. Example 57 illustrates an activity where the students practice agreement and 

disagreement. They are given a set of statements and they will give their opinion whether they 

agree with it or not.   

(Example 57)  

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 185) 
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(Example 58) 

  

(Ponjatno! 2: 70) 

In Example 58, the students are expected to choose an appropriate reaction to the sentence. The 

students will need to discuss which of the option would be the most appropriate to the situation.  

Non-verbal communication 

None of the oral activities found in Ponjatno! textbooks could be identified as a non-verbal 

communication activity. 

4.2.2 The activity types: drills, exercises, and tasks 

Just like above, in the section concerning Insights textbooks, the oral activities found in 

Ponjatno! textbook series were identified in the three main activity types: drills, exercises, and 
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tasks. The activities perceived as drills were also divided into mechanical drills, meaningful 

drills, and communicative drills.  

Table 11. The number of the three main activity types found in Ponjatno! textbook series. 

 Drills  Exercises Tasks Total 

Ponjatno! 1 103 44 - 147 

Ponjatno! 2 63 38 7 108 

Ponjatno! 3 25 21 3 49 

Total 191 103 10 304 

% 62,8 33,9 3,3  

Ponjatno! 1-3 102 34 5 141 

% 72,3 24,1 3,5  

 

Table 11 shows the numbers and shares of each main activity types. Drills are clearly the big-

gest group out of all three activity types with over 62% share. The next biggest group is exer-

cises with about third of the activities belonging to this group. Tasks are the smallest group 

with only about 3% of the activities. This shows that most of the activities are very technical 

and focused on drilling the structures into the memory. There is not much free production of 

speech. In addition, the students are seen as learners of Russian, not as users of the language. 

The large number of drills and exercises most likely stem from the high number of activities 

such as read-aloud and vocabulary and structure since in Ponjatno! textbooks, read-aloud ac-

tivities fall into the drill type, and vocabulary and structure activities usually fall into either 

drills or exercise type of activity. 

The share of drills decreases towards the end of the series. At first, in Ponjatno! 1, the share of 

drills is about 70%, while in the last textbook, Ponjatno! 3, the share is about 51%. The share 

of exercises, however, is rising from about 30% in the first textbook to almost 43% in the last. 

The first book does not have any tasks, so the activities emphasize the importance of structure 

on behalf of expressing thoughts. Ponjatno! 2 has the biggest number of tasks with a 6,5% 

share, while Ponjatno! 3 has only slightly smaller share of about 6%. This implies that as the 

students’ language skills progress, they will get more chances at communicating with spoken 

language as the focus is not so much on the drilling of structures. 

To compare the new textbook Ponjatno! 1-3 with its equivalent Ponjatno! 1, it can be seen that 

the shares of drills and tasks increases while the share of exercises decreases. Drills rise from 

about 70% to about 72%, and tasks raise from none to 3,5%. The exercises fall from about 30% 

to about 24%. In actuality, the changes are not very significant. The tasks seem to replace some 
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of the exercises, so it seems like a positive change. The slight increase of drills does not seem 

all that important as the students are still learning the basics of Russian and, therefore, the 

higher number of drills is natural as they seem to be frequently utilized when teaching the 

basics of any language.   

Table 12. The number of the three drill types found in Ponjatno! textbook series. 

 Mechanical Meaningful Communicative 

Ponjatno! 1 91 9 3 

Ponjatno! 2 41 22 - 

Ponjatno! 3 22 3 - 

Total 154 34 3 

% 80,6 17,8 1,6 

Ponjatno! 1-3 78 23 1 

% 76,5 22,5 1,0 

 

Table 12 shows the numbers and shares of the three drill types in Ponjatno! textbooks. The 

highest share can be found in mechanical drills with about 81%. Meaningful drills have the 

second highest share of about 18%. Communicative drills have the lowest share of about 2% 

of all drills. This means that the drills are very technical, and the students will need to practice 

structures very mechanically. All of the communicative drills can be found in Ponjatno! 1, 

which is surprising as the general view of drills is that communicative drills would come only 

after mechanical and meaningful drills. Ponjatno! 2 has the highest share of meaningful drills. 

Ponjatno! 1 and Ponjatno! 3 have almost the same share of mechanical drills, 88,3% and 88% 

respectively. 

In comparison, Ponjatno! 1-3 has less mechanical and communicative drills compared to 

Ponjatno! 1. On the other hand, the share of meaningful drills has a significant increase from 

about 9% to 22,5%. It seems that previous mechanical drills give way to meaningful drills 

which is a positive change as the students will need to think a bit more to get to the right answer. 

Next, I will provide explanations of the content of the three main activity types. I will also give 

examples of each of the activity types found in Ponjatno! textbooks. 

Drills 

Starting with the mechanical drills, they can be found in activities such as read-aloud, pronun-

ciation, and vocabulary and structures. Reading aloud and pronunciation are especially 
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technical, it does not take much skill repeating after a recording when the textbook provides an 

explanation of how to pronounce individual letters and sounds with IPA.  

In vocabulary and structure activities, the structures are sometimes practiced very mechani-

cally, especially in Ponjatno! 1. In this task (Example 59), the students will mechanically prac-

tice the structure according to the model provided.  

 (Example 59) 

  

(Ponjatno! 1: 31) 

In meaningful drills, on the other hand, the input needs to be understood in order to complete 

the activity. A meaningful drill is also very technical because the right answer is somehow 

perceivable in the activity. A typical meaningful drill can be found in Example 60 where the 

instructions provide a model for the answer. However, the students need to be able to under-

stand the sentence before being able to provide an opinion about it. They are not expected to 

produce mor than either agreeing or disagreeing with the sentence.  
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(Example 60) 

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 27) 

As mentioned earlier in section 2.4.1, communicative drills expect the student to give infor-

mation that is not known before. An example of a communicative drill can be found in Example 

61. In this activity, the students ask each other questions about their day schedule that they 

have fulfilled in the previous part of the activity. The model is given but the student who an-

swers needs to understand the time of day and provide an answer according to the model.  
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(Example 61) 

 

(Ponjatno! 1: 232) 

Exercises 

As exercises give emphasis on structure rather than students’ thoughts and opinions, they fre-

quent activities such as vocabulary and structure and interviews. While many discussion activ-

ities were considered tasks in Insights textbooks, in Ponjatno! textbooks they are all exercises 

because the questions are very specific and restricting. Grammatical structures are usually prac-

ticed with exercises. In Example 62, the students ask each other questions and they need to 

answer using the verbs of motion according to the cue. 
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(Example 62) 

 

(Ponjatno! 3: 219) 

Tasks 

Tasks give the students a chance to express their own thoughts and ideas. The language use is 

freer than in exercises as the content is seen as more important. In Ponjatno! textbooks, tasks 

are either role-plays or presentations. In Example 63, the students are given freedom to make 

a dialogue between the characters however they want. They can use complicated language or 

make it simpler. Moreover, they can express their own ideas in creating the dialogue and have 

the characters discuss like they would after a concert.  

 (Example 63) 

 

(Ponjatno! 2: 292) 

To summarize the findings of the Ponjatno! textbook series, there is a total of 304 activities 

that can be considered oral. Some of the oral activities give the students better chances at prac-

ticing oral skills as many of the activities, while completed orally, do not give a lot of freedom 

for natural speech taking place. The biggest activity categories are vocabulary and structure, 

read-aloud, and pronunciation. In all of these categories, most of the activities are quite strict 

in what the student is able to produce. Drills are the most numerous types of oral activities, so 

the production of oral skills is quite mechanical as the distribution of the three drill types leans 
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towards mechanical drills with only three communicative drills found in the textbook series. 

The other biggest group is exercises. They are more communicative than drills due to the free 

production of speech while the focus is on the form of the utterances. Tasks are in the minority 

of the activity types with the total of only 10 activities found belonging to this group. The 

mechanical nature of the activities is caused by the textbooks design being directed towards 

syllabus B3 language, so the activities are designed for beginner lever learners who start from 

the basics. 

The analysis of the two textbook series and this thesis is now complete. I have answered the 

research questions that consider the textbooks of English and Russian. Next, I will discuss the 

similarities and differences between the two textbook series to answer the third research ques-

tion.  

4.3 Similarities and differences in Insights and Ponjatno! 

I will now conclude the analysis by discussing the similarities and differences between Insights 

textbooks and Ponjatno! textbooks. This discussion will answer the third research question of 

whether oral activities differ in English and Russian textbooks, and if they do, in what ways. 

The highest number of oral activities can be found in Insights 8. Insight 8 covers the course 8 

which is dedicated to spoken language, so it is not surprising that it would hold the highest 

number of oral activities. When considering only the obligatory courses, courses 1-6 or Insights 

1-6, the highest number of oral activities is found in Insights 1. This coincides with the require-

ments of the current NCC 2015 which emphasizes the importance of oral skills at the beginning 

of the studies. The number of oral activities steadily decreases towards the end of the Insights 

textbook series. Similarly, in Ponjatno! textbooks, the first textbook has the highest number of 

oral activities. This also coincides with the requirements of the current NCC 2015 as syllabus 

B3 languages also emphasize the development of oral skills at the beginning.  

Both textbook series have vocabulary and structure activities as the biggest category of oral 

activities. In Ponjatno! textbooks, the next biggest groups are read-aloud and pronunciation 

activities. However, in Insights textbooks, discussions are the next biggest group of activities. 

This indicates that Insights focuses more on the communicative aspects of oral skills while 

Ponjatno! wants the students to be able to pronounce Russian correctly. In discussions, the 
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students are able to express their thoughts and opinions on the topic together, so they will get 

to practice conversational skills in the target language. In read-aloud and pronunciation activi-

ties, the focus is more on the form. The activities are completed quite mechanically by repeating 

after a recording. It should be noted, however, that Ponjatno! textbooks are designed for be-

ginner level students while Insights textbooks are used by students who are considered inde-

pendent in their language skills. In independent stage, the students do not need to practice me-

chanical repetition as much as in the beginning. They will have chances to apply their language 

knowledge in more uncontrolled communicative situations. At the start of new language stud-

ies, the students most likely do not yet even know how to pronounce certain sounds, so it could 

be assumed that their linguistic knowledge is not proficient enough to produce free speech yet. 

Conversational strategies and non-verbal communication are an essential part of face-to-face 

communication. As the data shows, neither is taught systematically in either textbook series, 

in the case of Ponjatno!, non-verbal communication is not taught at all. The total number of 

conversational strategy activities in Insights textbooks is 20 and there is one non-verbal com-

munication activity. Ponjatno! textbooks have 8 conversational strategy activities. As section 

2.3.2 explains, aspects of conversational strategies, such as feedback and politeness, and non-

verbal communication usually cause more misunderstandings in intercultural situations than a 

lack of linguistic knowledge. A foreign speaker is expected to have less linguistic knowledge 

than a native speaker, but they will be judged harsher when they do not act according to the 

target language’s cultural norms. Therefore, both language textbook series could dedicate more 

time to raise awareness of the importance of conversational strategies. 

There were a couple of activity categories in Insights textbooks that were not found in 

Ponjatno! textbooks. These categories are problem-solving, translation, and non-verbal com-

munication. In problem-solving and non-verbal communication activities the students are able 

to practice their conversational skills as, in the case of problem-solving activities, they will 

need to discuss and negotiate to reach a compromise as to how to complete the activity. Non-

verbal communication is also part of oral skills as, in face-to-face communication, the partici-

pants give and receive a lot of information about the other interlocutor from their non-verbal 

gestures and facial expressions. These are important skills in intercultural communicative sit-

uation, so it is unfortunate that the Ponjatno! textbook series lacks these particular activity 

categories. Oral translation activities, on the other hand, do not much benefit oral skills. The 

students just translate prefabricated text out loud. Of course, any activity where the students 
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need to produce the target language orally is somewhat beneficial but in these kinds of activi-

ties, the focus is on the correct translation, not the production of spoken language. Thus, 

Ponjatno! textbook series does not miss an opportunity in lacking oral translation activities as 

the series already has a numerous amount of read-aloud tasks where the students will get a 

chance to speak Russian without having to formulate the sentences.  

The biggest activity type in Insights textbooks is task. Exercises are the next biggest group and 

drills are the smallest. In Ponjatno! textbooks, the order is the opposite with drills being the 

biggest group, exercises second, and tasks being the smallest. The focus on Insights textbooks 

is also in this sense more communicative than Ponjatno! textbook series. Insight textbooks 

certainly also hold a lot of exercises and drills, but the share of tasks indicate that the focus is 

on self-expression rather than reciting structures. Tasks imitate the real-world better that exer-

cises or drills. In these types of activities, the students will use the target language as they 

would outside the classroom. When the focus is on structures, the students are seen as learners 

of the language and the production of speech is restricted to the structures required to complete 

the activity. In this light, Ponjatno! does not give the students many chances to produce Russian 

freely. The focus is on correct pronunciation, automatization of reciting Russian (in the case of 

read-aloud activities), and the drilling of basic grammatical structures into the mind.  

To compare the new textbooks that follow the new NCC 2019, it was shown that both textbooks 

will bring changes to the spoken language learning. In the case of Insights, the direction is 

towards less communicative because the share of some more communicative activities such as 

discussions, conversation strategies and non-verbal communication is decreasing. In addition, 

the share of tasks is decreasing giving way to more exercises and drills, which affects the com-

municativeness of the activities. There will also be less focus on different genres of spoken 

language as the share of the more formal activity, presentation, is decreasing as well. In 

Ponjatno!, however, the change is more positive. Ponjatno! 1-3 has more communicative ac-

tivities compare to Ponjatno! 1 as the share of discussions and problem-solving activities in-

creases. The teaching of more formal genres of spoken language is just like in the older text-

book, there are no formal situations given for the students to practice formal Russian other than 

the use of either second person singular or plural form. In the case of the activity types, the 

newer textbook has more tasks and only slightly more drills than the older one, and conse-

quently, the share of exercises decreases. Thus, the students are given more chances to express 

themselves and the newer textbook seems more communicative than the older textbook. 
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All of the research questions have now been answered. Next, I will discuss the results and 

implications of this thesis further. Next chapter will also conclude the study. 
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The aim of this study was to examine how oral skills are taught in English and Russian text-

books. The current NCC for general upper secondary school and the CEFR both emphasize 

communication and interaction. Oral skills are part of both, so it would be expected that when 

a textbook series claims to follow the requirements of the NCC, oral skills would be empha-

sized to develop skills in interaction using the target language. Communicative proficiency 

includes both knowledge of the language and how to use the knowledge in different commu-

nicative situations. This means that the students should not be given only grammatical rules 

and vocabulary to practice, rather, they should also be given opportunities to apply their 

knowledge in different kinds of communicative situations. 

The aim of this thesis was to find out how oral skills are presented in language textbooks, so 

there were two languages chosen: English and Russian. English is typically a syllabus A1 lan-

guage, so by the time of upper secondary school, the students are expected to have quite profi-

cient skill in the language. On the other hand, Russian is normally a syllabus B3 language so 

the students at upper secondary school will start from the basics. It was decided that as the 

languages are generally taught at different levels, it would be interesting to see how oral activ-

ities differ at these different levels when the students themselves are roughly the same age.  

Both languages have a textbook series that has been designed according to the current NCC. 

Insights is an English textbook series and Ponjatno! is used in teaching Russian. These two 

textbooks were then analyzed using content analysis method to answer the research questions. 

There were thirteen activity categories identified in the Insights textbook series that were ex-

amined by their content and what kind of language they expected the students to produce to 

complete the activity. The activities were also divided into the three activity types. In the case 

of Ponjatno!, there were only ten categories identified. However, one of these categories was 

then found in the new version of the textbook series. The activities in Ponjatno! were also 

divided into three activity types. 

The findings indicate the first textbooks have a greater emphasis on oral skills. The number of 

oral activities steadily decrease towards the later courses. However, Insights has a textbook 

that is used in the spoken language course, so naturally it has more oral activities than the rest. 

It was also discovered that some activity categories give the students a better opportunity to 

5 CONCLUSION 
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practice their oral skills. For example, activities such as discussions, problem-solving, and con-

versation strategy expected the students to produce free speech and to interact freely in the 

target language with other students compared to activities such as translations, interviews or 

read-alouds.  

Insights textbook series was noted to be quite communicative. Most of the activities were found 

to be tasks, with drill being the smallest group of activity types. The biggest categories of oral 

activities were vocabulary and structure, discussions, and translations. Discussions were gen-

erally judged to be very communicative where the students could practice different conversa-

tional strategies and produce English freely, but this depends on how willing the student is in 

expressing themselves. Vocabulary and structure and translation activities, on the other hand 

were quite mechanical but were usually evaluated to be exercises which are more communica-

tive than drills. It was unfortunately noted that conversation strategies and nonverbal commu-

nication were not taught systematically. They are both extremely important in everyday con-

versations so the students should be given more chances to be aware of them. These pragmatic 

skills are usually more important in intercultural communication than knowledge or grammar 

or vocabulary as a foreigner is not expected to be able to speak a foreign language perfectly 

but mishaps in conversational strategies are judged more harshly than grammatical errors. 

In the case of Russian and Ponjatno!, the findings revealed that the oral activities are mostly 

mechanical and there are not many opportunities for free production of spoken Russian. This 

most likely stems from the thought that at the beginning of language studies the students should 

first learn the grammatical structures before moving on to applying their knowledge of the 

language in communication. Most of the activities were judged to be drills. Exercises were the 

second biggest type of activity. There were only a few tasks in the whole textbook series. Most 

of the activities were either vocabulary and structure activities, read-alouds, or pronunciation 

activities. It could be deduced that Ponjatno! wants the students to have a steady base for Rus-

sian pronunciation and automatization of speaking in Russian out loud because of the great 

number of pronunciation activities and read-alouds found in the textbooks. It should be noted 

that pronunciation is important in Russian as stress and intonation affect understanding of an 

utterance greatly. Of the thirteen categories of oral activities, Ponjatno! lacked problem-solv-

ing activities, translations, and non-verbal communication activities. The findings indicate that 

conversation strategies are given less attention than the structure of Russian. Communicative 
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norms differ culturally, so when the students are not made aware of these differences, they 

might unwittingly cause misunderstandings. 

The findings also indicate that the newer versions of the textbooks series that follow the up-

coming NCC 2019 will have slightly fewer oral activities. New Insights 1-2 has fewer discus-

sions and activities that practice conversational strategies and non-verbal communication. The 

direction is to a less communicative with the increase of vocabulary and structure activities, 

translations, and pronunciation activities. The activity types also seem to be less communica-

tive since there will be less tasks and more drills and exercises. However, there is also an in-

crease of problem-solving activities, role-plays, and games, which are usually considered to be 

quite communicative, the direction is not wholly towards less interactive. In Ponjatno! 1-3, 

similarly to New Insights 1-2, the total number of oral activities slightly decreases. The new 

textbook is moving to a more communicative and interactive directions with the increase in 

oral activities such as discussions and problem-solving. In addition, the share of tasks increase 

compared to the older textbook series. 

When comparing the results to earlier studies with a similar aim, it can be said that at least the 

English textbooks have clearly increased the number of oral activities. For example, Hietala 

(2013) found that both English textbooks she analyzed had about 200 oral activities in the 

textbook series. Insights has over 600 oral activities. She also found that most of the activities 

were considered exercises. So, compared with Insights that has tasks as the biggest activity 

type group, the activities give the students more chances to practice their oral skills in situation 

where the focus is not on producing structurally correct sentences. It could be concluded that 

the textbooks have clearly been developed to include a greater emphasis on practicing spoken 

language. English textbooks are also more communicative with the opportunities for freer pro-

duction of speech with the increase in tasks. 

It should be noted that the analysis and categorization was conducted by only one person. 

Someone else might categorize some of the activities differently as both textbook series had 

activities that could partly belong to several categories. However, the instructions of the activ-

ities were a great help in indicating what category a particular activity belongs. The instructions 

asked, for example, to translate orally, to discuss in small groups, or to compare answers with 

a partner. What is more, in Ponjatno!, the pronunciation activities were always marked with a 

symbol to indicate that the particular activity focuses on pronunciation. There were, however, 

some cases that I needed to examine more closely to determine what category it would belong 
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to. I have given a lot of examples of the tasks to give justification and evidence to the catego-

rization, and to indicate that the categorization is valid. In order to ensure reliability, the text-

book series were examined with the same categorization of oral activities, so that the textbook 

series could be compared. Furthermore, I reflected the categorization of previous research to 

ensure that the findings could be comparable to previous studies as well.  

Much of the use of textbooks depends on its users. As discussed in section 2.4, while textbooks 

are very widely used in language teaching, the teachers and students might use them differently 

to how they were intended to be used. There is a chance that the reality of classroom oral 

language use is much more diverse than indicated in the textbooks. I do not see why some of 

the written activities could not be completed orally or in interaction with fellow classmates. 

The teacher is also able to deviate from the textbooks by using other materials to give the 

students more opportunities to practice and become aware of conversational strategies and cul-

tural differences in international communication.  

It is obvious that there could be made improvements on textbooks to make them more diverse 

in how oral skills are taught and presented. The textbook series analyzed in this thesis follow 

the requirements of the NCC and the CEFR concerning spoken language reasonably well, but 

they could give more of a greater emphasis on conversational strategies that are a crucial part 

of oral communication.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1 

Table A. Sustained monologue: Describing experience. (CEFR 2001: 59) 

C2 Can give clear, smoothly flowing, elaborate and often memorable descriptions. 

C1 Can give clear, detailed descriptions of complex subjects. 

Can give elaborate descriptions and narratives, integrating sub-themes, developing particular points and 

rounding off with an appropriate conclusion.  

B2 Can give clear, detailed descriptions on a wide range of subjects related to his/her field of interest. 

B1 Can give straightforward descriptions on a variety of familiar subjects within his/her field of interest. 

Can reasonably fluently relate a straightforward narrative or description as a linear sequence of points. 

Can give detailed accounts of experiences, describing feelings and reactions. 

B1 Can relate details of unpredictable occurrences, e.g. an accident. 

Can relate the plot of a book or film and describe his/her reactions. 

Can describe dreams, hopes and ambitions. 

Can describe events, real or imagined. 

Can narrate a story. 

A2 Can tell a story or describe something in a simple list of points. Can describe everyday aspects of his/her 

environment e.g. people, places, a job or study experience. 

Can give short, basic descriptions of events and activities. 

Can describe plans and arrangements, habits and routines, past activities and personal experiences. 

A2 Can use simple descriptive language to make brief statements about and compare objects and 

possessions. 

Can explain what he/she likes or dislikes about something. 

 Can describe his/her family, living conditions, educational background, present or most recent job. 

Can describe people, places and possessions in simple terms. 

A1 Can describe him/herself, what he/she does and where he/she lives. 

 

 

Table B. Sustained monologue: Putting a case (e.g. in a debate). (CEFR 2001: 59) 

C2 No descriptor available 

C1 No descriptor available 

 

 

Can develop an argument systematically with appropriate highlighting of significant points, and relevant 

supporting detail. 

 

B2 

Can develop a clear argument, expanding and supporting his/her points of view at some length with 

subsidiary points and relevant examples. 

Can construct a chain of reasoned argument: 

Can explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

B1 Can develop an argument well enough to be followed without difficulty most of the time. 



 

 

 

 

 Can briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions, plans and actions. 

A2 No descriptor available 

A1 No descriptor available 

 

 

Table C. Public announcements. (CEFR 2001: 60) 

C2 No descriptor available 

C1 Can deliver announcements fluently, almost effortlessly, using stress and intonation to convey finer 

shades of meaning precisely. 

B2 Can deliver announcements on most general topics with a degree of clarity, fluency and spontaneity 

which causes no strain or inconvenience to the listener. 

B1 Can deliver short, rehearsed announcements on a topic pertinent to everyday occurrences in his/her field 

which, despite possibly very foreign stress and intonation, are nevertheless clearly intelligible. 

A2 Can deliver very short, rehearsed announcements of predictable, learnt content which are intelligible to 

listeners who are prepared to concentrate. 

A1 No descriptor available 

 

 

Table D. Addressing audiences. (CEFR 2001: 60) 

C2 Can present a complex topic confidently and articulately to an audience unfamiliar with it, structuring 

and adapting the talk flexibly to meet the audience’s needs. 

Can handle difficult and even hostile questioning. 

C1 Can give a clear, well-structured presentation of a complex subject, expanding and supporting points of 

view at some length with subsidiary points, reasons and relevant examples. 

Can handle interjections well, responding spontaneously and almost effortlessly. 

 Can give a clear, systematically developed presentation, with highlighting of significant points, and 

relevant supporting detail. 

Can depart spontaneously from a prepared text and follow up interesting points raised by members of 

the audience, often showing remarkable fluency and ease of expression. 

B2 Can give a clear, prepared presentation, giving reasons in support of or against a particular point of 

view and giving the advantages and disadvantages of various options. 

Can take a series of follow up questions with a degree of fluency and spontaneity which poses no strain 

for either him/herself or the audience. 

 

B1 

Can give a prepared straightforward presentation on a familiar topic within his/her field which is clear 

enough to be followed without difficulty most of the time, and in which the main points are explained 

with reasonable precision. 

Can take follow up questions, but may have to ask for repetition if the speech was rapid. 

 Can give a short, rehearsed presentation on a topic pertinent to his/her everyday life, briefly give reasons 

and explanations for opinions, plans and actions. 

Can cope with a limited number of straightforward follow up questions. 



 

 

 

 

A2 Can give a short, rehearsed, basic presentation on a familiar subject. 

Can answer straightforward follow up questions if he/she can ask for repetition and if some help with 

the formulation of his/her reply is possible. 

A1 Can read a very short, rehearsed statement – e.g. to introduce a speaker, propose a toast. 

 

APPENDIX 2 

Table A. Understanding a native speaker interlocutor. (CEFR 2001: 75) 

C2 Can understand any native speaker interlocutor, even on abstract and complex topics of a specialist nature 

beyond his/her own field, given an opportunity to adjust to a non-standard accent or dialect. 

C1 Can understand in detail speech on abstract and complex topics of a specialist nature beyond his/her own 

field, though he/she may need to confirm occasional details, especially if the accent is unfamiliar. 

B2 Can understand in detail what is said to him/her in the standard spoken language even in a noisy 

environment. 

B1 Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her in everyday conversation, though will some-

times have to ask for repetition of particular words and phrases. 

 

 

A2 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine exchanges without undue effort. 

Can generally understand clear, standard speech on familiar matters directed at him/her, provided he/she 

can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

 Can understand what is said clearly, slowly and directly to him/her in simple everyday conversation; can 

be made to understand, if the speaker can take the trouble. 

 

A1 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, 

delivered directly to him/her in clear, slow and repeated speech by a sympathetic speaker.  

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, 

simple directions. 

 

 

Table B. Conversation. (CEFR 2001: 76) 

C2 Can converse comfortably and appropriately, unhampered by any linguistic limitations in conducting a 

full social and personal life. 

C1 Can use language flexibly and effectively for social purposes, including emotional, allusive and joking 

usage. 

 

 

B2 

Can engage in extended conversation on most general topics in a clearly participatory fashion, even in a 

noisy environment. 

Can sustain relationships with native speakers without unintentionally amusing or irritating them or 

requiring them to behave other than they would with a native speaker. 

Can convey degrees of emotion and highlight the personal significance of events and experiences. 

 

 

B1 

Can enter unprepared into conversations on familiar topics. 

Can follow clearly articulated speech directed at him/her in everyday conversation, though will some-

times have to ask for repetition of particular words and phrases.  



 

 

 

 

Can maintain a conversation or discussion but may sometimes be difficult to follow when trying to say 

exactly what he/she would like to. 

Can express and respond to feelings such as surprise, happiness, sadness, interest and indifference. 

 Can establish social contact: greetings and farewells; introductions; giving thanks. 

Can generally understand clear, standard speech on familiar matters directed at him/her, provided he/she 

can ask for repetition or reformulation from time to time. 

Can participate in short conversations in routine contexts on topics of interest. 

Can express how he/she feels in simple terms, and express thanks. 

A2 Can handle very short social exchanges but is rarely able to understand enough to keep conversation 

going of his/her own accord, though he/she can be made to understand if the speaker will take the 

trouble. 

Can use simple everyday polite forms of greeting and address. 

Can make and respond to invitations, suggestions and apologies. 

Can say what he/she likes and dislikes. 

 

A1 

Can make an introduction and use basic greeting and leave-taking expressions. 

A1 Can ask how people are and react to news. 

Can understand everyday expressions aimed at the satisfaction of simple needs of a concrete type, 

delivered directly to him/her in clear, slow and repeated speech by a sympathetic speaker. 

 

 

Table C. Informal discussion (with friends). (CEFR 2001: 77)  

C2 As C1 

C1 Can easily follow and contribute to complex interactions between third parties in group discussion even 

on abstract, complex unfamiliar topics. 

 Can keep up with an animated discussion between native speakers. 

Can express his/her ideas and opinions with precision, and present and respond to complex lines of 

argument convincingly. 

 

B2 

Can take an active part in informal discussion in familiar contexts, commenting, putting point of view 

B2 clearly, evaluating alternative proposals and making and responding to hypotheses. 

Can with some effort catch much of what is said around him/her in discussion, but may find it difficult 

to participate effectively in discussion with several native speakers who do not modify their language in 

any way. 

Can account for and sustain his/her opinions in discussion by providing relevant explanations, 

arguments and comments. 

 

 

 

 

 

B1 

Can follow much of what is said around him/her on general topics provided interlocutors avoid very 

idiomatic usage and articulate clearly. 

Can express his/her thoughts about abstract or cultural topics such as music, films. Can explain why 

something is a problem. 

Can give brief comments on the views of others. 

Can compare and contrast alternatives, discussing what to do, where to go, who or which to choose, etc. 



 

 

 

 

 Can generally follow the main points in an informal discussion with friends provided speech is clearly 

articulated in standard dialect. 

Can give or seek personal views and opinions in discussing topics of interest. 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions understood as regards solutions to problems or practical 

questions of where to go, what to do, how to organise an event (e.g. an outing). 

Can express belief, opinion, agreement and disagreement politely. 

 

 

 

Can generally identify the topic of discussion around him/her when it is conducted slowly and clearly. 

Can discuss what to do in the evening, at the weekend. 

Can make and respond to suggestions. 

Can agree and disagree with others. 

A2 Can discuss everyday practical issues in a simple way when addressed clearly, slowly and directly. 

Can discuss what to do, where to go and make arrangements to meet. 

A1 No descriptors available 

 

 

Table D. Formal discussion and meetings. (CEFR 2001: 78) 

C2 Can hold his/her own in formal discussion of complex issues, putting an articulate and persuasive argu-

ment, at no disadvantage to native speakers. 

C1 Can easily keep up with the debate, even on abstract, complex unfamiliar topics. 

Can argue a formal position convincingly, responding to questions and comments and answering com-

plex lines of counter argument fluently, spontaneously and appropriately. 

 Can keep up with an animated discussion, identifying accurately arguments supporting and opposing 

points of view. 

Can express his/her ideas and opinions with precision, present and respond to complex lines of argument 

convincingly. 

B2 Can participate actively in routine and non-routine formal discussion. 

Can follow the discussion on matters related to his/her field, understand in detail the points given prom-

inence by the speaker. 

Can contribute, account for and sustain his/her opinion, evaluate alternative proposals and make and 

respond to hypotheses. 

 

 

B1 

Can follow much of what is said that is related to his/her field, provided interlocutors avoid very idiomatic 

usage and articulate clearly. 

Can put over a point of view clearly, but has difficulty engaging in debate. B1 Can take part in routine 

formal discussion of familiar subjects which is conducted in clearly articulated speech in the standard 

dialect and which involves the exchange of factual information, receiving 

instructions or the discussion of solutions to practical problems. 

 

 

A2 

Can generally follow changes of topic in formal discussion related to his/her field which is conducted 

slowly and clearly. 

Can exchange relevant information and give his/her opinion on practical problems when asked directly, 

provided he/she receives some help with formulation and can ask for repetition of key points if necessary. 

 Can say what he/she thinks about things when addressed directly in a formal meeting, provided he/she 



 

 

 

 

can ask for repetition of key points if necessary. 

A1 No descriptor available 

 

 

Table E. Goal oriented co-operation (e.g. repairing a car, discussing a document, organising an 

event). (CEFR 2001: 79) 

C2 As B2 

C1 As B2 

 

B2 

Can understand detailed instructions reliably. 

B2 Can help along the progress of the work by inviting others to join in, say what they think, etc. 

Can outline an issue or a problem clearly, speculating about causes or consequences, and weighing ad-

vantages and disadvantages of different approaches. 

 

 

 

B1 

Can follow what is said, though he/she may occasionally have to ask for repetition or clarification if the 

other people’s talk is rapid or extended. 

Can explain why something is a problem, discuss what to do next, compare and contrast alternatives. 

Can give brief comments on the views of others. 

 Can generally follow what is said and, when necessary, can repeat back part of what someone has said 

to confirm mutual understanding. 

Can make his/her opinions and reactions understood as regards possible solutions or the question of 

what to do next, giving brief reasons and explanations. 

Can invite others to give their views on how to proceed. 

 Can understand enough to manage simple, routine tasks without undue effort, asking very simply for 

repetition when he/she does not understand. 

Can discuss what to do next, making and responding to suggestions, asking for and giving directions 

A2 Can indicate when he/she is following and can be made to understand what is necessary, if the speaker 

takes the trouble. 

Can communicate in simple and routine tasks using simple phrases to ask for and provide things, to get 

simple information and to discuss what to do next. 

 

A1 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, 

simple directions. 

Can ask people for things, and give people things. 

 

 

Table F. Transactions to obtain goods and services. (CEFR 2001: 80) 

C2 As B2 

C1 As B2 

 

 

B2 

Can cope linguistically to negotiate a solution to a dispute like an undeserved traffic ticket, financial 

responsibility for damage in a flat, for blame regarding an accident. 

Can outline a case for compensation, using persuasive language to demand satisfaction and state clearly 

the limits to any concession he/she is prepared to make 

 Can explain a problem which has arisen and make it clear that the provider of the service/customer must 

make a concession. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

B1 

Can deal with most transactions likely to arise whilst travelling, arranging travel or accommodation, or 

dealing with authorities during a foreign visit. 

Can cope with less routine situations in shops, post offices, banks, e.g. returning an unsatisfactory 

purchase. Can make a complaint. 

Can deal with most situations likely to arise when making travel arrangements through an agent or 

when actually travelling, e.g. asking passenger where to get off for an unfamiliar destination. 

 Can deal with common aspects of everyday living such as travel, lodgings, eating and shopping. 

Can get all the information needed from a tourist office, as long as it is of a straightforward, nonspecial-

ised nature. 

A2 Can ask for and provide everyday goods and services. 

Can get simple information about travel, use public transport: buses, trains, and taxis, ask and give direc-

tions, and buy tickets. 

Can ask about things and make simple transactions in shops, post offices or banks. 

Can give and receive information about quantities, numbers, prices, etc. 

Can make simple purchases by stating what is wanted and asking the price. 

Can order a meal. 

A1 Can ask people for things and give people things. 

Can handle numbers, quantities, cost and time. 

 

 

Table G. Information exchange. (CEFR 2001: 81) 

C2 As B2 

C1 As B2 

 Can understand and exchange complex information and advice on the full range of matters related to 

his/her occupational role. 

B2 Can pass on detailed information reliably. 

Can give a clear, detailed description of how to carry out a procedure. 

Can synthesise and report information and arguments from a number of sources. 

 

 

 

B1 

Can exchange, check and confirm accumulated factual information on familiar routine and non-routine 

matters within his/her field with some confidence. 

Can describe how to do something, giving detailed instructions. 

Can summarise and give his or her opinion about a short story, article, talk, discussion, interview, or 

documentary and answer further questions of detail. 

 Can find out and pass on straightforward factual information. 

Can ask for and follow detailed directions. 

Can obtain more detailed information 

 

 

 

 

 

A2 

Can understand enough to manage simple, routine exchanges without undue effort. 

Can deal with practical everyday demands: finding out and passing on straightforward factual infor-

mation. 

Can ask and answer questions about habits and routines. 

Can ask and answer questions about pastimes and past activities. 

Can give and follow simple directions and instructions, e.g. explain how to get somewhere. 



 

 

 

 

 Can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of information. 

Can exchange limited information on familiar and routine operational matters. 

Can ask and answer questions about what they do at work and in free time. 

Can ask for and give directions referring to a map or plan. 

Can ask for and provide personal information. 

 

 

 

A1 

Can understand questions and instructions addressed carefully and slowly to him/her and follow short, 

simple directions. 

Can ask and answer simple questions, initiate and respond to simple statements in areas of immediate 

need or on very familiar topics. 

Can ask and answer questions about themselves and other people, where they live, people they know, 

things they have. 

Can indicate time by such phrases as next week, last Friday, in November, three o’clock 

 

 

Table H. Interviewing and being interviewed. (CEFR 2001: 82) 

C2 Can keep up his/her side of the dialogue extremely well, structuring the talk and interacting authorita-

tively with complete fluency as interviewer or interviewee, at no disadvantage to a native 

speaker. 

C1 Can participate fully in an interview, as either interviewer or interviewee, expanding and developing the 

point being discussed fluently without any support, and handling interjections well. 

 

B2 

Can carry out an effective, fluent interview, departing spontaneously from prepared questions, following 

up and probing interesting replies. 

 Can take initiatives in an interview, expand and develop ideas with little help or prodding from an 

interviewer. 

 

 

 

B1 

Can provide concrete information required in an interview/consultation (e.g. describe symptoms to a 

doctor) but does so with limited precision. 

Can carry out a prepared interview, checking and confirming information, though he/she may occasion-

ally have to ask for repetition if the other person’s response is rapid or extended. 

 Can take some initiatives in an interview/consultation (e.g. to bring up a new subject) but is very 

dependent on interviewer in the interaction. 

Can use a prepared questionnaire to carry out a structured interview, with some spontaneous follow up 

questions. 

 

A2 

Can make him/herself understood in an interview and communicate ideas and information on familiar 

topics, provided he/she can ask for clarification occasionally, and is given some help to express what 

he/she wants to. 

 Can answer simple questions and respond to simple statements in an interview 

A1 Can reply in an interview to simple direct questions spoken very slowly and clearly in direct nonidiomatic 

speech about personal details. 
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